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posed legislation had been met with
predictions that it would be impossible to pass. The president said he
expected the Income of the govern
ment to exceed its expenditures du
TO
lng the fiscal year, and that he
'
doing! everything possible to bring
rather violently.
about that result. He said he was
"There has been calm along the
front between the Sointne and the Ar SAYS HE IS SINCERE
MAN taking no personal part in the fight
over the immigration bill in the sen
Sonne, notably in the forest of LaGru-riate, but added that it was well known
in the forest of Bolante, and in
THE PROVISIONAL PRESIDENT IS he was opposed to the literacy test.
the forest of Courte Chaussee.
LAUDED AS BEING ENTIRE
"On the heights of the Meuse sev
LY HONEST
CONGRESS IN SESSION
counter-attacks
Austrian-Germa- n
have been
Pre- eral German
Dec. 29. With, the reWashington,
In
of
Le
the forest
Bouchot,
repulsedconvening of congress today after a
which is northeast of Troyon.
WILL ATTACK TAMPItO SOON brief Christmas recess, both houses
The forces of the enemy which had
faced the big task of clearing up
occupied our trenches in the vicinity
SenF I G HTER crowded legislative calendars.
of the redoubt in the burned forest CONSTITUTIONALIST
ators and representatives were ready
DECLARES HE WILL HAVE
to the weat of Apremont have been
INSISTS ON ABSOLUTE
CARGO
TEUTONS WIN AN JIPOBTANT
with the falling of the gavels in the
PERSONAL' CHARGE
driven out after three successive coun
senate and house to settle down to
Mexico City, Dec. 27 (via El Paso, complete the work of the session.
"In upper Alsace, following a vioaction of congress are I he Executive Says (ooMany Shippers Have BeenTryirg to SmugEnglish Press Concedes (he Taking of Trenches at Hollebetk was lent engagement, we are today close- Tex., Dec. 229.) When the matter of Awaiting the
the
bills and the adlack
executions
of
appropriation
our
big
the
forc
and
ly investing Steinbach, and
frequent
gle Contraband Under the Guise of Oilier Materials
a Severe Blow (o the Allies LUlle Change in the East
es have taken possession of the ruins personal guarantees ' was brought to ministration program. The supply
of the chateau which is located t;) the attention of General Villa today measures have the right of way in
both houses, and while the house has
the northwest of this village."
he made the following statement:
29
President
0 Washington, Dec.
wo of them, and some gennave
Looks
passed
Like
asked
Tale
NO
to the AmeriWilson,
foreigners
REVOLT
EXISTS
"Many
lately
Fairy
defeats
the
are
referring
of
announcements
today
Germans
of
Russian
disputed
A second official announcement was me for personal guarantees. I am dis eral measures, all are yet to be acted
Washington, Dec. 29. Philippine can note to Great Britain insisting
today by the Berlin war office, which states that the attacks of the
made
by the French military authori- posed to make every effort to give uj:on in the senate, in addition to the disturbances were discussed today in on better treatment
for American
Rusinvading armies In Poland have made progress and that etrong
ties this afternoon. It Is:
these. Many of the requests have administration program. The admin- the house. Resident Commissioner commerce, declared that large damsian assaults have been repulsed. No mention is made, however, of
istration ship purchase bill Is await Quezon in a report of the recent out ages eventually would have to be paicf
"A German communication of De been telegraphed.
the situation in Galicia, when, the Russians are indicated as having
26 and transmitted generally
cember
the.
of
ing action In both houses, and Senator break, declared such disturbancea as by England for unlawful detention of
executive
Austro-Gerinapresent
"Regarding
forces.
on
the
inflicted a sever defeat
teleto
where
wireless
stations
I
all
Fletcher, acting chairman of the com- had occurred were of no importance American cargoes.
to
con
the nation,
regretsay that
of its lost province of AX- The French campaign for
merce committee, says that every ef- and that there was no revolt in the
are
to
adfact
refers
the
to
are
take
copied,
grams
The president coupied a confirmaspirators
endeavoring
sace, one of the first objectives o( the aims of the republic after
that It often happens that the shells vantage of his sincerity and honesty. fort will be made to bring the meas- islands. Representative! Miller of tion of this morning's publication at
the outbreak of the war, apparently is making progress. The unof- used by the German field artillery do What I will hae to do is to treat ure up for debate in the senate as Minnesota, who opposes
ficial reports last night that the allies were shelling Muelhausen are
Philippine In- the sending of the note and of its
not
soon
same
as
"At
the
the
time
this
explode.
possible.
element
with
severity.
statement
office
the
French
war
of
that
dependence, agreed with Mr. Quezon contents with the statement that tha
supplemented today by the
statement Is made that these shells
"The country needs prudence at the
in minimizing reports of a revolution, government could deal confidently
the town of Stelabacn, upper Alsace, has been invested;
were taken by caprure from the present time. It also needs energe
NAVY TO CELEBRATE
but declared that "nevertheless
we with the subject only if supported by
!
In France and Belgium the fighting drags on, with some small
29. Secretary
French or the Belgians.
tic measures. As soon as these mat
Washington, Dec,
should not close our eyes to these dis- absolute manifests. He said the grent
victories for each side. The German official announcement tells of
"The Germans, who daily have ex- ters are attended to I will proceed to Daniels today ordered the battleship turbances." He denounced
the capture of a French trench in a burned forest, east of Apremont
the de- embarrassment to the government iu
cellent
opportunities to observe the direct the campaign for the capture Rhode Island from Vera Cruz, Mexico, ported Filipino, Ricarte, who 13 chargwith the whole matter was-tha- t
of
loss
this trench, but
The French statement admits the temporary
to New Orleans to participate on Jan- ed
efficacy of the French artillery, have of Tampico."
Hnrfh A
some
4h.it 4t tirao rafftton lnto1 after thrpo Vnintol" nttn1?fl
J.
shippers had concealed con
with
proconducting
now discovered a new quality in our
General Villa sirred this statement. uary g in the celebration of the cen- paganda in .
traband in the cargoes of
Paris and Berlin mention minor gains with violent fighting at vari- Kong.
Hong
tennial of the battle of New Orleans.
guns. This is that they are danger
articles, for example, under a
ous points'. The French statement says that the allies have captured
v
Other Bhips will be ordered there In
ous
French
when
..
by
only
operated
Mexico
oUem. S Ion; as tlwra wcr- cargo-'o- f
Expelled f:w.
GUIDE KILLED
FAMOUS.
the Belgian, town of St. Georges, around which heavy encounters
ZiLm-js-u.tlm to take part, in 0 exercises. The
men.
EJ
'
ifa.
'
Txns:,
Paeo,
have been in progress for some time.
'
'Vfurs.,.: pii'it, .,r?r:i..-."Let us believe that this Is only mou Prieda, a Mexican author andjur- - battleship Delaware,. ,4 Norfolk lias
The Petrograd war office states that the Germans who have been
Lathrop, a Vjcii. known "tmtutaaiw,
relieve
to
to
Vera
Cruz
been
ordered
one form of romantic tales painstak ist, returned here today from Mexico
vtii
hunter and guide of the Ojal district, siiipiniiisl and ail uur-oepressing forward in Poland have been repulsed with heavy losses. In
abroad by the German City after having been arrested and the Rhode Island.
spread
ingly
reto
was shot last night by Floyd Perritt, to doubt and suspicion.
have
suffered
are
complete
Galicia the Austrians
reported
wireless system."
threatened with execution on his jour
The president pointed out that many
a pitcher on the Los Angeles team of
versal and to be retreating hastily. Their defeat apparently breaks
NEW LOW PRICES
was
north.released
He
Austro-Germaney
protests
finally
previously bad been sent in
attack on the
baseball league, who was
up the maneuver aiming at a combined
New York, Dec. 29 The New York the Coast
Used Periscopes on Land
Mexico City officials, and
order
of
cases
by
and that if the conten1mHon.
specific
successful
died
have
which
mountain
if
of
the
forces
might
Lathrop
southern
Russians,
hunting
Arras, Northern France, Sunday, being escorted to the international stock exchange established today, ef
tion of the American government were
situation
the
views
however,
the
Russian
Berlin,
wing.
left
today.
early
periled
Dec. 27 (via Paris, Dec. 29). That bridge here was. .tod that he was ex- fective tomorrow, new minimum pricPerritt mistook Lathrop for a moun correct, as he was firmly convinced
in the east with optimism, intimating that important developments in
es In,, which certain stocks may be
portion of the French army which is pelled from Mexico.
tain
lion and fired a high power rif it was, claims for indemnification ul
Poland may be expected soon.
Prieda recently; wrote a book on traded In, as follows: International bullet into his abdoiw-n- .
holding the lines near Arras today at
Perritt had timately would have to be met by
Recent developments have given the United States a more direct
tacked the Germans on a front 12 present day Mexican history which is Harvester 73, Louisville and Nashsent
has
In
situation.
near
the European
Washington
Lathrop's place Great Britain.
interest politically
ville 112, Seaboard Air Line, pfd. 38, been camping
miles long. They carried half a mile held accountable for his experience.
season closed.
Supplementary to previous protests
since
the
baseball
to the British government a note voicing its objection to the meth- Virginia Carolina Chemical 15,
of German trenches near Lens by as
An- the new note, President Wilson ex
ods employed In holding up and searching American vessels.
80.
a-Carolina
Chemical pfd.
;
sault and tonight are folding the po-- :
Carranza; Forces Mutiny
plained, represented fully the position
other Important question is raised by Germany's disposition not to
in
force.
sit
ions
On
San
Board
States
United
Ship
AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE of the United States, saying that so
recognize longer American consuls in conquered Belgium unless they
The way for these attacks was pre Diego, en route to San Diego, Cal.,
far as theory was concerned, there
are acceptable to Germany.
GOES THIIOUGH
pared by violent artillery and machine Dec. 29 (by wireless). Seven thoureally was no debate on the point
WILL NOT
gun fire, which swept the German po sand troops of General Venustiano
raised, because England herself in presitions from a point to the north of Carranza's. forces declared today for
HERE ON WAY WEST
What Berlin Claims
vious wars had taken exactly the AmRussians are Successful
to the suburbs south of Arras. General Francisco Villa, at Tepic in
Lens
to
29
Wireless
Lon
Dec.
Berlin,
(by
AGREES TO erican position. The president was
BANK
London, Dec. 2. British observers
ALBUQUERQUE
re- the state of that name, on the we.st
of the progress of the war point to- don.) The German official statement! The German batteries everywhere
asked if the communication were sent,
TIDE OVER PRECARIOUS
fire.
to
this
French
coast of Mexico. Foreigners at San SECRETARY OF TREASURY WILL
out
heavily
the
in
plied
Berlin today says
to Great Britain as the result of gathday to the admission in Austrian offi- given
TIME
ATTEND OPENING OF SAN
While the Germans were thus en- Bias and Tepio have taken refuge
cial announcements that Russia is Germans claim gams near Nieuport
of
erings
diplomats
DIEGO FAIR
once more master of the passes in the progress and that Russian advances gaged along the entire line of thi3 aboard the United States supply ship
N. M., Dec. 29. The here. He said it was not, but that
Albuquerque,
of their defense works, the Glacier.
the position, of the United States
Carpathians and that the troops along have been repulsed. In the west the part
William G. McAdoo, secretary of the financing of the State Agricultural
Rear Admiral Howard, in command
Germans claims gains near Nieuport French fire opposite Lens suddenly
would apply to any neutral, and that
were
funds
whose
of
$80,000
College,
through Las Vegas
Jiiala river to a point northeast of the and Ypres; they defeated the French ceased. Instantly French Infantry- of the Pacific fleet, on receipt of the 1,reasury, passed
Cru the contentions advanced were,,; not
Mc- tied up in a bank failure at
not far from Ste. Meuenoul; captured men leaped from their trenches and news ordered the gunboat Annapolis this morning on train' No. 3. Mr.
Dukla pas3 seem to be falling back.
peculiar to this country.
was
for
through
today
arranged
Adoo is on his way to San Diego, Cal., ces,
'
This meana the withdrawal of vir- a trench west of Apremont, and re- charged the German positions which by wireless to San Bias, but no trou- to
The president added that the note
sucwho
Panama-Californi- a a local bank,
P.
F.
McCanna,
of
the
attend the opening
were from 100 to 200 yards distant. ble is expected.
tually all the forces which swept pelled attacks elsewnere. The text
O; Llewellyn as treas- of protests was based on the generalceeded
on
1.
Morgan
January
exposition
A brief and furious bayonet encounter
across the mountains to form the ex- of the communication follows:
He was accompanied by his wife, who urer, having, completed the arrange- ly accepted principle of international
Villa Wrecks Train
"In the western arena of the war brought victory to the French. The
treme right in the concerted Austro-Germabefore her marriage was Miss Eleanor ments this morning. The local bank law. Foreign diplomats, espeoiaiy-thosattack on the Russian armies, we- - gained some ground after relative- Germans ;I were routed, the French
Laredo, !Tex., Dec. 29. Troops be
from neutral countries, discussPresident was approached Sunday nightwhen
Wilson, the daughter of
and it marks another surprising re- ly unimportant engagements near took some prisoners and occupied the lieved to be operating under General Wilson.
n !:. was here on his way to ed the note today, and members of
the
governor
Francisco Villa's orders, according to
versal of form on the part of Austrian Nieuport and to the southeast of Yjres. German diggings.
at congress, who had protested to the
Secretary McAdoo was appointed to yesterdays meeting of the regents
It was all over in 20 minutes. The dispatches received here today, wreck
"Several strong French attacks to
soldiers, whose battle fortune's since
state department on behalf of merMr.
executive
and
the
Las
Cruces,
by
his present office last year. During
the outbreak of hostilities have been the northwest of Ste. Menehoul have artillery fire on both sides died down ed a passenger train and blocked traf his
chants
at
and shippers of copper, flour,
was
McCanna.
Assurance
given
several
important
incumbency
been repulsed with heavy losses to and silence fell on the field of battle, fic on the Tampico division of the
conspicuously erratic.
treas- that time that the bank would per- wheat and other products in which
in
the
taken
have
place
changes'
relaxed.
in
no
sense
Mexican railway. 175 miles west of
Elsewhere in tfcd eastern arena of the enemy, We captured 200 prison- but vigilance was
trade had been restricted, expressed
ury system. He formerly was a busi- form the service asked.
in the
the war little change has been record- ers. An advance in the burned forest At intervals of two rods
Tampico, on December 20. The only ness man of New York city, having
be secured by the satisfaction with the attitude of
bank
will
The
ed while on the western front the Blow to the west of Apremont led to the trenches keen, eyes peering into peri foreigners on board, ail American and held the office of
Some administration ofpresident of ..the bond filed by Llewellyn, which the at
Gerhis wife, were treated courteously.
and tedious trench warfare goes on capture 'by us of one fortified, French scopes watched the edges of the
ficials
the view that wh:a
He
expressed
pronounces
nnimpeach
company...
Railway
torney
general
Metropolitan
man trenches, the observers themuninterruptedly, with only slight gains trench; ind three inachlne guns. French
cer- able.
Is to be Great Britain realized the tone
fit'
the
demand
in
Immediate
will
an
important
part
' '
the
play
below
to the west of Senneheim have selves being well protected
-on either side, 1''
; attacks
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emonies attendant upon the opening made on the surety company, an Okla- public opinion on the subject in t:
the
of
earth.
level
ta
been
have
No changes
repulsed.
xne jjntisn press cuuceuea iub imNew York, Deo. 29. Norman 12. of the exposition at
homa concern which gave this bond. United States her attitude would portance of the trenches near Holle-bek- e ken place in the situation in east
demo
chairman
of
the
Mack, former
Failing to collect the bond, steps for modified and American industry
Russian Ship Did It
south, of Ypres which have been Prussia.
and
tow
would go forward.
committee
national
at
cratic
Interviewed
the relief of the college can be taken
Albuquerque
29. Captain
Dec.
"In Poland on the right bank of the
Washington,
taken by the Germans, and points out
29. Secre by the legislature, which meets
Dec.
this
the Belgian minister call- 7
for
member
Later
state,
M.,
N.
commenting
Albuquerque,
cruisthat the strategic values of these po- Vistula, on a branch of the Bzura on Oman, commanding the armored
'
state
Mann
of
at
the
here
on
department to obtain inthe plan
weeks.
Representative
tary of the Treasury McAdoo,
sitions have been emphasized recently the Rakawa river, several attacks er North Carolina at Beirut, Syria, ol
the
about
Dieleader
formation
tha note to Great
of
San
to
on
his
minority
this
Illinois,
way
morning
in a dispatch from Sir John French, have progressed. In the region south informed the navy deparement today house of
was promised a copy cf
to form a go as the representative of-- - President
and
Britain,
4'
f
representatives
not
and
was
Russian
cruiser
a
it
that
commander In chief of the British of Inowlodz, strong Russian attacks
to- Wilson at the
a memorandum which is being
coming exposition openan American vessel which recently congressional tariff commission,
forces on the continent. They com- have been repulsed..- the
believed
democrats
he
6aid
IN
the
of
CONGRESS
TODAY
the
defined
presi
day
position
ing,
to
threatened
bombard Tripoli.
mand an Important crossing of the
When the senate convened Sr'ii
even farther and name a dent on proposed conservation measWhat Paris Asserts
Captain Oman's explanation was should go
River Lya to which the Germans have
to
countake
with
introduced a resolution caliuif?;
Walsh
commission
conserve
power
ures
the
to
as
tariff
wishing
been holding tenaciously. The taking
Pans, Dec. 29. The French official made la response to a request from the tariff out of politics entirely.
them
Dec. 29. Senate: Met On the president, If not incon r t lb
without
resources
retry's
Washington,
reserving
Oman
Daniels.
Captain
them a statement on the progress of the war Secretary
of these trenches
gives
with the public interest, to s 1" t t
from legitimate use. He declared the at noon.
to ported that no American merchant
given cut this afternoon refers
stronger foothold.
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TEST
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for
Senator
land
reports
grants
Alexandretta
south
of
Fear of a Zeppelin raid over Lon- comparatively minor French successes vessel has been
with representatives of-f29.
the
American
President roads formed ample ground for
copper shipseizureg of
9.
An Athens disWashington, ' Dec,
don, which recently has more or less and mentions violent bombardment of since December
c
with relation to tl i
in
nations
trade.
ments
Alaskan
in
the
action
the
his
prolegislative
government's
subsided, has been replaced by the certain French positions by German patch published last week said the Wilson expects
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House:
and
at
of
European
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matter
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American
consisting
of
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possibility of a raid by German
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Al- the Philadelphia bill, the conservation perlty in ampla mramire as the lot
of
south
attacked
at
been
with
Tripoli,
ease
a
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comparative
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to neutral countries. E
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, which English airmen reached
w
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t
Army
appropriation lull, carrying gave notice that ie
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(Continued on pf,gs Four)
any greater difficulty.
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"In Belgium the village of St.
Georges has been occupied by our
troops, who hav established themselves in this locality.
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but it fell upon evil days. The adobe
NAP TIES UP
SEVERE PUiilSHMEIIT
It was to hie friend Amory, DOG'S
building It occupied was later used as
ft oho letct-r-him that
a
on
counted
better
be
a school.
telling
LaV$.aLoodiniStoro
STREET CAR SYSTEM
working chance out West, and had
Morenci Is not a "dry" town by any
on
his
thai
started
abruptly
journey
HOBLE
IIEE1
means, but there are no oars mere.
to spare the pain of parting with his
Mrs. Cbappell, of Five Years'
AH liquor is Bold at wholesale by the Of
good, kind friends.
South
SidoPinyv
which
EtdbliaKod 186i
Shannon Copper company,
Then for three years those friends Lays Him Down Under a Car to
Cards!.
Relieved
GARTH.
JORDAN
ALVAH
by
Standing,
Morenci
which
By
owns the ground on
heard nothing of Bertram nor he of
Get Benefit ot the
stands. Fifteen years ago Morenci
them. He went away from civilizaShads.
was swept by a terrible fire. The
tion. With a body of sturdy prospec"You are the noblest man I ever
Mt. Airy, N. C Mrs. Sarah M. Chap- tors he braved the hardships of two
company then decided to lease no
knew!"
of this town, says: "I suffered foi
Alaska winters. One day BerN7; York. One small dog held up
ground for saloons !n the rebuilt town. pell
Her fair soul in her eyes, EvelyD trying
live years with womanly troubles, also
the home of his severs! hundred business folk for 20
at
turned
tram
up
minwhen
the
Now, every afternoon,
finnnr atnnrl hnfnrft the man who at the
stomach troubles, and my punishment
man, bronzed, rough minutes and made them that much late-r.sister, a tired-ou- t
!
ers of the. day shift knock off work, was more than any one could tell.
risk ot his life had saved her brother ened, but breaking down with a fever.
their offices. Fortunately they were
I tried most every kind of medicine.
from a terrible death in a runaway.
hundreds line up at the company warewere weeks of lonely illness, the kind of business people who don't
There
me
none
did
but
any good.
She was trembling all over. In hei then a protracted convalescence. He have to arrive before ten o'clock, and
house to purchase their refreshments
on everything you buy (with
1 read one dav about Cardui, the wo
With a direct saving of
was the warm ardor of more than was seated in his invalid chair One
eyes
Men are employed to do
bottles.
in
a matter of 20 minutes or bo doesn't
1
man's tonic, and decided to try it. I
in a great many cases a saving of
and Bertram Morse read
a few exceptioiwO-a- nu
gratitude,
botthe
afternoon when he called his make much difference. empty
except collect
not taken but about six bottles until
sunny
had
nothing
seemed
was and his heart
I was almost cured. It did me more what it
it will pay you to anticipate your wants for months, and as all staple
sister to his side.
The dog, a yellow mongrel, ascended
tles they throw about.
I had bursting.
medicines
two
all
other
the
than
so.
Only
movgood
"I am getting nearly well enough to to the tracks of the Brighton Beach
dQ
saloonists
After the fire all the
lines are Included In this sale, you may easily
Closer
him.
toward
Evelvn swayed
hied, put together.
move on again, Bertha," he said. "I railroad at Kings Highway, where the
ed to a spot about a mtle from Morenmore days remain so do not delay until too late.
Mv friends beran asking me whr I came the cherry lips, bent on bestow
want
you to call In the lawyer tomor- tracks run on an elevated ridge. It
ci, and over a hill, where they found looked so well, and I told. them about ing upon him the kiss of utter thank'
row.
I did quite well out West and was about 9:30 o'clock, and a
ed Newtown.
Today Newtown claims Cardui. Several are now taking it."
fulness, the reward for his courage brought a tidy little fortune home with
train had halted In the sta
anv
from
suffer
Do
vou. ladv reader,
and manliness.
the proud distinction of being the
. tion for more cars to be attached.
on
for
to
It
settle
want
me.
I
you,
to
the ailments due
womanly trouble,
"No!" he said, and his voice was
wickedest place in the world. It is of
return again." '
The little dog was hot and panting
BUI.
a.9 ucauawiiC)
vaviavnv oiubauivi hoarse and restrained and he held her may not
was
made up entirely of saloons and dives, sleeplessness,
his determination. Ths and the shade beneath the care at- tired
That
that
and
everlastingly
at arm's length. She deemed that his old tugging tiad come at his heart
with not even a grocery store to re- leenngr
a charge of
Women' suits, dresses, coacs, dress
If so. let us urge vou to give Cardul a expression conveyed
when he realized that he was comlieve the monotony.
She tried to break from
deswill
feel
confident
it
trial.
We
you,
help
skirts, fur coats, fur sets, silk waists,
Jim Nicholas "Maze" Is probably ust as it has a million other women in him and hide her face for shame, but paratively111 near to Evelyn. When
he had thought of sending!
perately
and petticoats. Children's conts and
Bisbee's most famous saloon. Douglas the past half century.
he held those struggling hands impris for her, but had procrastinated the or
y
is comparatively new and has no old
y.
You oned. "Wait!" he said, sharp pain in deal. Now,
dresses.
Begin taking Cardui
however, he said:
time resorts hut is well supplied with won't regret it. All druggists.
every accent of his voice, but tender
"And mail this letter, Bertha," and It
1
too. "You and
'
Wriu It! Chattanoora Medicine Go.. Ladles? ness and decision,
places where one's tnlrst may be as
was directed to Evelyn.
1-Advisory Dept., .......
Chattanooga, Term., for. Sttcial
2
need not misunderstand. Your troth
He had asked her to come and see
'
LJ
'
J.'
suaged.
i
.. .......
fl,
w,i ,vui bu.vM w puK uvu. , nwinv
Kendall. He It him and
Tombstone boasts the "Pony," own Treatment for Woman,'' in plain wrapper. N.C 1 84 is plighted to Amory
bring her husband with her.
treach
I
not
be
dare
my best friend.
am going away never to return," he
"I
ed by Jim Mars, and "Went's Place."
erous to him. You must not. My wrote. "I want to make Amory a little
The latter owned by Allen Wentworth,
love!" and his great frame was present out of the fortune I have made
IN
HELD
TREE
the floor where. Bennett fell.
15
for many years mayor of Tombstone
shaken "oh, my love! This shall be and don't know what to do with. And
There is no more unique place of
Most of lumas historic bars are
supreme moment of my life until I want your parting benlson" tha
HOURS BY COYOTES the
its kind in the world than the "Stope'' now closed but she still has the "Old
I claim the kiss I only defer."
kiss!
of the Yavapai club, prescott's most Plantation" and the "Ruby." Flagstaff
"What do you mean?" Bhe fluttered,
The lights were low at eventide two
fashionable and exclusive social orga- has the old "Vail" and also George
and longingly.
later when the invalid heard a
days
"That I am going away, that I hope rustle at the front doorway and a voice
nization. The "Stope- - is underground Black's place, the roof and walls of Pack Howls All the Night While
you will be happy with the man whose that thrilled him in converse with his
and is walled with rough pine logs. which are perforated with a hundred
Men Cling to Their
Two
fronglory Is in claiming you as his wire.1 sister. It was Evelyn.
and
as
is
primitive
Everything
bullet holes. Some bold soul named
But through all the lonely future
"Bertram!" and a welcome form
Perch.
tierlike as possible In appearance. Sir cne Flagstaff bar "X 10 U, 8."
to feel that you owe me that kiss came into the room. "Oh, why did you
wish
who
Gilbert Parker and other notables
The "Bis Bus: Club," at Mayer, is
It may be years, but some time, some not send for me before during all your
Bartlott, Neb. Attacked by a pack place I 6hall ask what honor bids me
have been entertained there have car- one of the famous bars of that region
lonely Illness?"
ried the fame of the "Stope" to the A few miles southeast of Bumblebee, of coyotes, held in a tree for more now postpone. When I ask, will
"This moment compensates for all,"
KNOWN ALL OVER THE
BARS
than fifteen hours and then permitted have thRt kiss?"
ends of the earth.
is Snider's station. It is related that to
murmured Bertram unsteadily.
COUNTRY SUBMIT TO PROHI- - ,
escape in an almost miraculous
"And now I am here," continued
"Yes, yes oh, you are breaking my
In pioneer days Prescott was the once, when a customer complained of manner, was the story told here by
BITION RULE
and Evelyn ran from the room Evelyn, "you will not send me away,
heart!"
sa
Coup-lanSnider
Sazarac
of
the
and
of
the
Thomas
and
Arizona,
protest Henry Townsend
capital
whisky
quality
in sobbing distraction.
will you?"
Refused to Be Coaxed From His Place.
business partners.
loon was the real capitol. No one ed volubly that he paid $1.50 a gallon
Bertram Morse hurried from the
faa
"But your husband, Amory?"
29.
Dec.
Many
Fhoenfx, Ariz.,
Townsend and Coupland were re house and its
ever thought ot looking for a territo- - for his whiskey and if it was not good
vicinity. He thought only
"Did you not hear? He died a year tracted him. He climbed under one of
mous old Arizona saloon will pass out ria officer in the official capitol, on tha fault was not his.
turning in a motor car from a business
explained Evelyn in a subdued them, curled up and went to sleep.
ago.''
wereto O'Neill. They
attacked by
of existence when the statewide proIn only one instance does a hint of trip
Gurley street, before going through the
tone. "Bertram, I was his true wife,
Some one saw him and raised an
a large number ot coyotes in the sandhibition amendment goes into effect Sazarac. How the Sazarac
its profanity enter into the name of an hill
got
I told him all. He died blessing alarm. Kind hearted women pleaded,
and
near
lunch
while
country
eating
Many a grizzled pioneer is deeply name, or what the name meant, is one Arizona saloon. That is in the case of
me us his faithful, devoted companion with the motorman not to start and
a creek.
mourning the fate of the more or less of the unsolved mysteries.
and you as the truest friend heaven nrush him, and the motorman, a good
the "Damphlno," at Crown King.
cut off from their car.
were
They
gilded, and more or less palatial
ever gave to man."
fellow, promised that he wouldn't.
dis
often
but
is
were
armed
with
historic
well
with
revolvers;
is
Tucson
originality
They
Striking
supplied
across
One
hand
rested
he and the crew tried to dislodge
caressingly
places where he and nrs cronies were
to
numerous
too
were
the
In
about
and
coyotes
Best known of all, played In signs seen
the fevered brow. The other held his the dog. Tha little fellow whined and
wont to foregather in the golden days drinking places.
A hickory tree was near.
a
start
fight.
nation:
welcome
"ConArizona
bars.
is
the "Legal Tender,"
"Every
hand and the contact thrilled him.
crouched lower and refused to ba
that are to be no-- more. The same perhaps,
gress Hall," at one time the most fa Hurt Carrie" is frequenf. Likewise,
"Father is dead," she said mourn- coaxed or drl feu from his place. They
tough-handeold
miners
grayhaired,
mous gambling house of the southwest, "If water will spoil your shoes, what
fully. "There were no children. Often gathered pebbles and threw them at
and vaqueros are complaining that Ari" her voice died him. When he was hit he
1 have wondered
to
stomach?"
A
will
do
it
a
of
closed
your
number
was
ago.
years
yelped, but
zona is not what it used to be before
head
sank low.
her
d?wn
and
he didn't move.
of
a
ago,
shooting
century
quarter
the ultra-mora-l
population moved la
"Wondered what?" he asked softly.
More trains began to pile up behind
Catarrh Cannot be Cured
occurred almost nightly In
from the east and began to run things. scrapes
"If you would ever come back If
the first one, and at last it was absoa
and
Hall,'
flashlight
with LOCAL APPLICATIONS, as they
Some of them are even threatening to 'Congress
lutely necessary to move them, dog or
drVtt to Nevada, New Mexico and oth- photograph taken there had an impor cannot reach the seat of the disease
"I would claim that dear kiss?" ho no dog. So' the motorman climbed
er realms where one can still imbibe tant ettect on the politioRl history of Catarrh is a blood or constitutional
Into his box and started the'train very
supplemented.
i
1
ArizonaW
"Yes" her voice was the meist slowly. When his dogship howled
siomething stronger man lemon pop
disease, and in' order to cure It you
It wasyt the beginning of Cleve- must take internal remedies. Hall's
whisper now.
without running afoul of "imported
stopped, and thus, by starts and
"Its memory has made my life sweet JerVs, they finally moved over him.
land's first administration. A demo- Catarrh Cure is taken
law."
and
internally,
and beautiful," he said thrillingly,
cratic governor was to be appointed acts
When the last car had passed hint
They would face with resignation
directly upon the blood and mu
"Dear Amory! we both loved him, we and the sun shone down on his back
the deprivation of their favorite fcev to succeed the republican incumbent. cous surface. Hall's Catarrh Cure is
both were true to him. Yes," added the little dog got up, shook himself
C.
U was pre
not a quack medicine.
erages did they not know that prohi The leading candidates were L.
Bertram clearly, "you can stay, you and eauntered off to another- shady
bition will mean the closing of the re Hughes and a man named Parker. scribed by one of the best physicians
must stay, for I cannot live without spot, and the belated commuters
sorts that for so many years have Parker had the endorsement of the in this country for years and is a reg
you."
their journey to business.
"And the kiss?" her shy face was
been their social centers, their clubs. democratic territorial central commit- ular prescription. It is composed of
half averted, but every pulse was flutSome doctor up in Flagstaff is going to tee, the chairman of which was Fred the best tonics known, combined witn
GREEN GRASS GROWS AROUND
tering.
introduce in the legislature a bill pro G, Hughes no relation to L. C. Fred the best blood purifiers, acting direct
"I wish it now," he said.
was
"Conwho
a
in
dealer
faro
Me
Will
Hughes
Not
Will
Send
"You
Away,
ly on the mucous surfaces. The per
viding for a social center in each in
Pla'ntlve Pastoral Lament Comet
(Copyright. 1914. by W. G. Chapmaf.)
You?"
corporated town, equipped with b'l gress Hall," hut In those days that fect combination of the two Ingre- From Texas, Where Even the
was
as
a
regarded
Hard tables, pool tables and bowling
perfectly legiti- diente Is what produces such wonder
outskirts of the town, SINS BEYOND ALL PARDON
the
of
Sheep Get Lost.
reaching
Such makeshifts may satisfy mate occupation in Arizona. One day ful results in curing catarrh. Send
alleys.
of being alone in some secluded wood
the effete tenderfoot but they will not a photographer employed by L. C. for testimonials, free.
San Angelo, Tex. There was a
land spot where he could think out and Cowardice and Treason Never Con
entered F. J. CHENEY & CO., Props, Toledo, O,
ue frequented by the pioneers who Hughes unostententatiously
doned by Women
time many years ago when tho ranchwear out the great grief that was con
Feeling That
Is Deeply Rocted.
ers of San Angelo sang "The Green
suming him. He tried to slip down a
wren 1m the place and set up his apparatus in
Sold by Druggists, price 75c.
fought Apaches and
him
as
saw
lane
"rass Grew All Around, All Around,"
toward
he
a
corner
side
was
where
Fred
deal
coming
Hughes
Take Hall's Family Pills for const!
partiality and equal pleasure.
Woman will forgive almost anything and it didn't sound at all like a comBut the latter had
Amory Kendall.
Arizona has contributed much to the ing to a Chinaman, a negro and two pation.
espied him. He ran up to Bertram, In man except cowardice or treason. plaint. But of late year3, and this,
language of iho nation. New condi- freighters. It looked like a flash light
entwining the arm of the There she draws the line. Not only year particularly, the green grass is
affectionately
tions in the southwest led to the coin- of The whole room wTas to he taken. Inloyal friend he loved next best to Is the feeling instinctive, but it comes In total disrepute. The trouble is
The
Farmer's
Explanation.
inwas
tables
to her through long years of human that it has grown around everything
ing of many words and phrases, some stead, only the Hughes
Evelyn.
"Every now and then we read about
In the earliest ages her and Is so high that it hidf;S cattle,
derived from the Spanish, some from cluded in the camera's scope. The a lot of quail following a hen up the
"You big, brave fellow!" cried Ken- evolution.
Shot One of the Crowe.
Indian dialects and some from highly picture was sent to President Cleve- road," said the summer boarder.
dall, "I've heard all about it. The faith, as well as her safety, was In blocks wagons and Is a beautifully
land. "Here is my opponent's princiwhole town is talking of the fearful the man who stood face to face with colored nuisance.
stimulated Anglo-Saxo"Yes," replied Farmer Corntossel.
imagination.
The. men ran for it. The angry aniAll of the cross cuts of the fields
risk
"How do you explain it?"
you took, and well they may. Oh, the enemy and fought for her. It is
There is something in the dry, clear pal supporter at his daily work," L. C.
mals snarled below. Hour after hour
not a difference In heroism that makes have been abandoned, for with the
You
be!
will
how
"Various
Evelyn
grateful
Sometimes
He
the
wrote.
ways.
was
govpheappointed
air of the southwest that inspires pic-- ' Hughes
howled, but the men were out of must come at once and see her."
men soldiers. Nature has arranged grass at its present height and
nomenon is due to the fact that lots they
their reach. Morning came, but not
turesqueness, luridness and originality ernor soon after that stroke of poli- of
"I have just left her." said Bertram that very nicely and women know and strength when a herder h.aves the
know the difference
don't
people
tical
animal had left. They appeared as
of language.
sagacity
In no way was this oristeadily as he could. Amory, she understand. Tbey know, too, that the road he may get to another road and
between a quail and a young brown jne
to become more angry and hungry. At
The only two noted Phoenix saloons
ginality so strikingly displayed as in
a
is
rare jewel. Cherish her as the same nature imposes upon them perils he may stay in the grass. Every few
Leghorn.'
alne o'clock .the howling was almost
and burdens that exceed those of the hours there is a hunt for some one
the naming of saloons. Anyone who that survived into modern times are
of your eye!"
apple
unbearable.
how grave and strange you battlefield, and good men understand who has wandered too far from the
"Why,
supposes that the names given sa- closed. For years the "Palace was
Suddenly two crows passed a short act!" commented Amory.
that the best they can show In per edge for some purpose or other and
tn the Servian Home.
lons in popular western fiction are the meoea of all sportively Inclined
iistance over the tree. Four more
sonal courage and fortitude Is only a when a searching party goes
"I
feel
to
Too
Bertram
seen
is
best
Servian
so,"
at
his
responded
s
seeking
wholly invented by
need in central Arizona. A man who is to
were following the same course. Coup-lanpoor second to the fearlessness cf a howling exile subsequent searching
life. Nowhere is the blood tie
gravely.
family
one
the
of
of
reformers
a
minstroll
day
few
Arizona
leading
his revolver.
only
through
drew
womanhood.
"Sort of shaken up after your lucky
parties are usually formed to find
the state dealt faro there, and history so strong as among the Serbs or reving camps to be convinced that t
"Maybe I can get a little prey for escape I see," remarked the
Thus patriotism
d
blossoms and some of the heroes of tho tall grass
erence for parents more real. When
Towntold
was
he
a
those
first
he
that
beasts
class
says
dealer.
below,"
of
the
fietioneers is all too
imagination
a Servian peasant
he does
Amory, and let his friend pass blooms In woman's soul as naturally who were originally bent cn rescue. ;
Thousands and tens of thousands of not leave home, but quarries his wife send. He shot one. of the crows. The on, little dreaming of the wild turmoil as the
feeble.
rose grows in
Within the last two or three weeks
brings
the old family garden. Its roots are hundreds of lambs and many head of
Ther0 are two "Buckets of Blood" in dollars changed hands over the "Pal into the "zadruga" or family tribe. soyotes ran for it.
on within that loyal heart.
going
matheir
made
men
for
a
The
break
Till fie dews of evening covered down deep; its vitality Is ever equal cattle have wandered away In
full blast In Arizona today. One is at ace- tames nignuy. uutside was a often comprising as many as a hun200 feet away. After eating the
him, till the distant bells chimed out and Its fragrance Is the sweetest thing
and disappeared and the lowing
Jerome and the. other at) Pearce. The sign proclaiming the "Palace" "The dred persons, ruled over by a family chine, the maddened
returned
animals
;row
the solemn midnight hour, till the In life. With full hearts but tranquil of the cattle, the bleating of the ewes
one at Pearce is owned by Jie BIgon, only second class saloon in the terrl chief. This chief keeps the money, nd made a dash for the men. Coup-lanwomen
souls
can
send
forth their for their lost lambs and the general
first twittering birds began the greetwho is arranging to turn it into a mov- tory." Just what that meant, no one makes the purchases, and decides the
killed half a dozen of the leaders ing chorus to dawn, his face buried in sons, their husbands, their sweetminutest details of family life, and
conversation of the ranchers who have
knows.
A
'
The
when
car.
house
accommodations
were
the
doe3
while
Townsend cranked
ing picture
prohibition
the grass, Bertram Morse fought out hearts, their protectors to danger or searched without avail for their strayon his death a successor is appointed
off.
tioment more and the men were
its worst. It i3 understood that the pretty much the same as In any other by the vote of the grown-uto death to anything save halting or
his great battle.
males of
ing property has made the grass as
A great American admiral loud as it Is luxurious. ,
name of the establishment thereafter resort of like character.
loved Evelyn he was even sure dishonor.
He
the "zadruga."
In Back and Hips
Paine
will be the Orpheum.
that she loved him. He was unfortu- put it neatly when he said victory was
Only two or three months ago the
The ' green grass has definitely
The whole family does not always,
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trouble
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of
won
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the
behind
by
man
the
nate
in
not
on
scene
the
until
In the early days there was a sa- Q. T. was closed and the building it of course, live In one building, but it
coming
ceased to be a joke in and about San
a warning to build up the weakened Amory had proposed to her. Good old behind the gun. Editorial In Woman's
i
Angelo.
joon at the Fortuna mine, In Yuma had occupied for thirty years was lives together in adjoining houses,
World.
make them vigorous, rid your Amory I They had been like brothers.
Buckets of torn down to make room for a. mod sometimes occupying a whole street kidneys,
county, named
to He was not strong and muscular like
'
Cat Saves Woman From Rat
Wood."
ern office block. Tne Q. T. was a Imagine enduring the proximity and blood of acids and. poisons. Go
of Antwerp.
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The "Hoof and Horn" is In the dive favorite rendezvous for cowboys and perpetual
Antwerp It is said, takes its name eral
of mother-in-law- ,
aunts, cousins, etc., In 50c and $1.00 sizes. Sold in your alwrys lean toward him protectingly. from
pounds, pounced
upon Mrs
district of Prescott but is known from piospectors.
a
In Frankish times
castle
which
woman's
a
he
needed
too,
tender
Theu,
and you gain some idea of the general town by O. G. Schaefer and Red Cross
one end of the state to the other bemarked the site of the city. This cas- Charles Steelman as she opened her
Phoenix had a Bank Exchange
for
were
there
times
his
when
care,
of the Servian tempera- Drug Store Hv.
chicken house and bit her so savagecause of the many stirring events which Is not a financial instittion but equanimity
frail frame Could not withstand a tle was built to protect the entrance
ment.
ly that she screamed 'or help. Th
of
the
to
chronic Illness he had inherited.
Scheldt, and
prevent foreign house cat,
that have taken place within its walls. a thirst parlor noted for its imported
hearing hei cries, darted,
traders
into
ths
dawn
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introducing
goods
So,
the
Bertram
early
It was only five or Bix years ago that beer, ita sausages and the traditions
Soldiers Throw jJocks Away.
a window Just In time to resLame back may come from overthrough
to
without
Morse
toll
the
country
paying
quietly, sadly turned his back
Well meaning women are busied on
cue his mistress. The rat was th
Inck Bennett, a wealthy cattleman, which hang about it
work, cold settled in tha muscles of
for our on the world that had been, and the sovereign lord. The penalty 'or theft largest ever killed In this section.
rode his pony in the, front door, fired
Globe's most noted saloon is the the back, or from disease. In the two the making of many comforts
and smuggling was In those days the
soldiers. But they should remember ones he cherished. And all through
a fnv bullets carelessly into the glass "Gold Coin," owned and
managed by former cases the right remedy is that their supply of socks is not need- the searing ordeal he whispered to cutting off of a hand, and, as in this
vare and ordered everybody to line ur "Chuck" Rogers, as well known in the BALLARD'S SNOW LINIMENT. It
Imagine Walking the Floor!
case, the severed members were
ed by the man who marches. He has himself:
York. Police housed
BOS
New
Dt the bar and drink with him. Some- southwest as was Richard
"When she Is old and I am old, and thrown into the Scheldt, the castle
Canfieid in should be rubbed In thoroughly over found that his boots are enough on a
came to be known as Andhunerbo (or, pounds of babies just four of 'em
will
not
one behind a whiskey barrell plugged the east. The "Midway"
I
claim
shall
Amory
care,
and "El the affected part, the relief will be long march when they are the good
whft, with their parents, had gona
In Flemish, Antwerpen), "the place
' ' M'""'- oerore tne first drink
And If yon that kiss."
wasjMoro" are Clifton's historic resorts prompt and satisfactory. Price 25c, boots now furnished him.
The castle and broke when their side show blew up.
Bertram visited a widowed sister In of handthrowing."
will
he
him
socks
blisters
and
fscrvpd. Today there is a silver dollar, for tha thirsty. The "Blue Goose" was 50c and $1.00 per bottle. Sold
two severed hands appear on the city The parents were Mr, and Mrs. Mar-haby give
not thank you. He just throws the a town at a distance. He wrote only
nt in the slu.pe of a Btar, nailed to the
Tannes
arms to thii day.
biggest of them all 20 years ago Central Drug Co. Adv.
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DAILY OPTIC, TUESDAY,

I.A8 VEGA
Precinct No. 2S, Chavez Judges,
Simon Garcia y Montoya, George Cha
Whereas, by virtue of Section 1,
vez, Bernardo Griego; polling place,
Chapter 105 of the Laws of 1909 of
house of George Chavez.
the state of New Mexico, the Board
Precinct No. 29, E. Las Vegas-Jud- ges,
of County Commissioners of the
Charles Greenclay, Juan Orte
Bald state, County of San Miguel,
ga, Charles Douglas; polling place,
is required to give public proclama-tlo- n
City Hall.
of the election to 'be held for jusPrecinct No. 30, Canon de Manueli
tices of the peace and constables, In
tas Judges, Frailan Alires, Francisco
the various precincts of said county,
Aragon, Jose L. Benavidez; polling
on January 11th", A. D. 1915
place, house of Frailan Alires.
Now, Therefore, in. accordance with Attest:
Precinct No. 31, Puertecito Judges
the above law, the said Board of
ludalecio Sena, Vicente Martinez, Ma
LORENZO DELGADO, Clerk.
county commissioners of the county of
nuel Manzanares; poling place, house
(Seal)
San Miguel, State of New Mexico,
Be it resolved, and it is hereby or- of Nestor Griego.
does hereby publicly proclaim and give
Precinct No. 32, El Pueblo Judges,
dered, by the Board of County Compublic notice on this 12th day of De
missioners of tbe County of San Mi Ramon Ulibarrl, Matias Ribera, Tomas
cember, A. D. 1914, in open session
State of New Mexico, that the Ortiz; polling place, House of Placido
of the said board, that an election will guel,
named persons be, and they Ribera.
be held in the said County of San following
Precinct No. 33, Lob Vigiles Judg
are hereby, appointed judges of elecMiguel, State of New Mexico, on Mon
es,
Jose E. Garcia, Jose crespin, Fe
tion in and for the respective pre
day, the 11th day of January, A. D.
cincts of said county, and the follow lipe Fresquez; polling place, school
1915, such election being for the pur
house.
ing named places are selected as the
pose of electing one justice of the
Precinct No. 34, San Isidro Judges,
to
are
votes
the
where
polling
peace and one constable in each of be cast places
in the said several precincts, Manuel D. Benavidez, Apolinar Ruiz,
the precincts of tha said county of San
Jose Ines Garcia; polling place, house
respectively, at the election to be held
Miguel, and that said election will be
on the ltth day of January, A. D. of Tomas Gonzales.
held within the hours prescribed by
a Justice of the Peace and Precinct No. 35, Las Gallinas
law on the said day above mentioned 1915, for
Ar
a
Constable, in each of said precincts, Judges, Juan Blea, Sr., Guadalupe
at the following named places in each
Elias
place,
auda,
Naranjo;
polling
within the county and state aforesaid,
precinct,
school house.
Precinct 1, San Miguel House of
Precinct No. 36, Penasco Blanco
Precinct No. 1, San Misuel Judges,
David Urioste.
Nazarlo Qulntana, Manuel D
Judges,
Andres
David Urioste, Trinidad Garcia,
Precinct No. 2, La Cuesta House
Da- Montoya, Faustlu Sllva; polling place,
of
house
place,
Gonzales; polling
of Porflrio Gallegos.
house of Nazario Qulntana.
vid Urioste.
Precinct No.. 3, LaB Vegas South-HousPrecinct No. 37, El Cerrito Judges.
No. 2, La Cuesta Judges,
Precinct
of Antonio Fulgenzl.
Lucero, Epilaclo Qulntana, Frederico Madril.
Leonardo
Secundino
Padilla,
Precinct No. 4, Tecolote Casa de
Francisco Flores; polling place, house Jose Inocencio Ulibarri; polling place
- '1
Sociedad.
house of Epltaclo Qulntana.
Porfirio Gallegos.
cf
iPrecinct No. 5, Las Vegas, North-Ho- use
Precinct No. 38, Los Torres JunePrecinct No. 3, Las Vegas Judges,
Galindre.
of Jose
es, Jose Gabriel Montano, peuro m
Nicolas
Mares
Ortiz,
Juan
y
Precinct No. 6, Las Vegas Central
Lucas Gallegos; polling place, A. Rael, Pedro Montano; polling place,
House of Juanita Ribera.
house of Jose Gabriel Montano.
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of Felix Sandoval..
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Castro;
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Precinct No. 9, Pecos House of Pe- place, Casa
Precjnct No. 40, Bernal Judges,
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Precinct No. 41, Canon Largo
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Manuel Archuleta.
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Precinct No. 17, San Patricio
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house.
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Francisco Arellanes.
Precinct No. 21, Casa Colorada
Precinct No. 46, Emplazado Judg
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Precinct No. 11,
House of Emiterio Leyba.
Jose M. Aragon, Agapito Trujillo,
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Manuel Trujillo; polling place,
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Precinct No. 50, Guadalupe Judges,
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Sandoval.
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Done at Las Vegas, within San Mihouse of Emiterio Leyba.
School House.
New Mexico, this ltb
Precinct No. 22, Sabiposo Judges, guel ofcounty,
Precinct No. 42, Eomerovllle House
A. D. 1914.
December,
day
.
of Jose Ignacio Montoya,
Alejandro Rodarte, Jose Ignacio Lu- BOARD OF COUNTY COMMISSIONPrecinct Nc. 43, San , Augustin
jan, Juan Lorenzo-- Torres1; poums
ERS OF THE COUNTY OF SAN
place, house of Alejandro Rodarte.
House of Lorenzo Garcia.
MIGUEL, NEW MEXICO.
Precinct No. 23, San Jose Judges,
Precinct No. 44, Ojitos Frios House
By FIDEL ORTIZ,
(Seal)
Duran,
A,
Guadalupe Segura, Miguel
of Nestor Montano.
Chairman.
Attest:
Precinct No. 45, Cherryvale School Cleofea Segura; polling place, house
LORENZO DELGADO, Clerk.
of Guadaluipe Segura.
Hduse.
Precinct No. 24, La Liendre Judg
Precinct No. 46, Emplazado School
' es, J0S6 Jj. Kamirez, uuremu ioym,
Thl and Five Cents!
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Precinct No. 47, - Hot SpringSr-Scho- ol Ricardo Urioste; polling place, house
DON'T MISS THIS. Cut out this
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House.
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Precinct No. 48, Trementlna House
Co., Chicago, 111., writing your name
es Bevenio uurau, umnv lumuu,
of Hilario Gonzales..
address clearly. Tou will receive
and
Ca'nuto
house
Martinez; polling place,
Precinct No.. 49, Agua Zarca School
a free trial package containreturn
in
of Balerio Ramirez.
House.
- ing Foley's Honey and Tar Compound,
Alamos
JudgPrecinct No. 50, Guadalupe House o' Precinct No. 26, Los
for coughs, colds and croup. Foley
Tiburcio TJlibarri..
es, Cruz uauegoa, jubo n.
Kidney Pills, and Foley Cathartic
Juan Maria Abeytia; polling place, Tablets.
Precinct No. 51, San Tgnacio
For sale In your town by
school house.
House of Pablo Fresquez.
O. G. Schaefer and Red Corss Drug
Precinct No. 27, San Pablo Judges, Co. Adv.
Precinct No. 52, Las Colonias
Juan Antonio Atencio. Lucas Sanchez,
House of Nasarlo Valencia.
Precinct No. 53, Enclnosa School Reyes Aragon; polling place, house of
Read The Optic Want A3.
Jose Dario Atencio.
House.
ELECTION

Freciuct No. 54, Hillside School
House.
Done at Las Vegas, New Mexico, this
12th day of December, A. D. 1914, by
the Board of County Commissioners
cf the County of San Miguel, state of
New Mexico, in open session.
BOARD OF COUNTY COMMISSION
ERS OF THE COUNTY OF SAN
MIGUEL, STATE OF NEW MEX
ICO,
By FIDEL ORTIZ, Chairman.
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BATCHED sets, in the millinery a fitch border at each end. Both are
nhous, mean three articles, at lined with plain brown satin.
The turban needs a border of fitch
least, made up of the same materials
and corresponding In style. A neck fur at the top of the velvet band, or
piece, muff and hat, or a neckpiece, a group of small animal heads of
bag and hat, constitute the usual set fitch or some other decorative touch
e
of three pieces.
Sometimes a
of the fur, to match It up with the
set includes all the accessories other pieces.
A velvet set in black Is shown, with
mentioned, but as a rule only three
are made to correspond.
the velvet fulled on the barrel-shapeThese matched sets employ fur, vel- muff. Passementerie beads, tassels and
vet, brocades, silk and
(or buckle make a novel trimming.
In the plush and fur combination
plush) in their construction, and are
embellished with passementerie beads, plush is used in the body of the
silk and millinery flowers and fruits. pieces and fur In the decoration.
Furs are combined with fabrics, or
JULIA BOTTOM LEY.
two kinds of fur may be made up toCircular Skirts.
gether. Fur and velvet is a rich and
R

If!

four-piec-

d

fur-clot-

popular association of material. Satin
is inxpenslve and as
and
beautiful as the more costly furs.
Velvet alone and velvet embellished
with passementerie stands between
the costlier furs and less costly
plushes in point of price and are less
durable than either, but utterly feminine and elegant.
A set of two furs combined in neck
piece and muff, worn with a small
military turban, is shown In the pic
ture. A flat neckpiece of fine Hudson seal supports a handsome fitch
skin, one of the most fashionable of
furs. The muff is barrel shaped with

Circular skirts may be tha. next
thing on the calendar of dress. At
any rate, they are a coming possibility. A circular that has already made
its appearance is made of white taffeta. It is fitted at the hips and falls
In wide ripples at the ankles.

fur-clot- h

season without one such costume
fered to the American buyer.
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Lace Gown.
In America there is little doubt that
Drecoll's black lace gowns over satin
will find much favor. He also brings
out the inevitable suit of baby lamb;
Paris Is never able to get through the
-

Semi for GatafcrjziD

A Few Good Kitchen Aprons
New York Salesroom
32 Warren Street

-

-

breathing and quiet sleep. Every us- Superintendent Francis G. Blair has
er is a friend. O. G. Schaefer and sanctioned the
spelling bee idea In enRed Cross Drug Store. Adv.
thusiastic terms. To provide for
medals, each county Is contribut'in?
UNIQUE STATE SPELLING BEE two dollars In cash. In preparation
Springfield, III., Dec. 29. Illinois is for today's event, county spelling bees
spellinghave been In progress, to decide who
today holding its
-bee,
in which the champion dic should represent the various counties.
tionary sharps of each county In the
state are matching their bumps of
Subscribe for The Optic.
long-heralde- d

t:

I.

Checks Croup Instantly
knowledge In (he good old fashioned
You know croup is flangeronus. And way. The old time
spelling bee is
you ought to know too, the sense of coming back with leaps and hounds,
security that comes from having Fo uud today the spellers came from ovley's Honey and Tar Compound in the er a hundred counties in the state to
house.
It cuts the thick mucus and compete. The big contest opened at
clears away the phlegm, stops the 10 this morning, in charge of a com-- '
strangling cough aud gives easy mitee of county superintendents. State

Meriien
Connecticut

RETAIL PRICES
2,000 pounds or More, each d livery
1,000 pounds to 2,000 pounds, each delivery
200 pounds to 1,000 pounds, each delivery
60 pounds to 200 pounds, each delivery
Less than 50 pounds, each dsllvery
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20c
25c
.30c
40c

,.50c

per
per
per
per
per

100
100
100
100
100

d

design.
ApronB made of these good substan

tial cotton fabrics having a white
ground with black stripes are great
"
favorites for
Shep
herd's checks and polka dots figure
among these also. For sweeping and
dusting the indigo blue cottons with
small white dots for figures are made
up with caps to match and are better
than the more readily soiled cottons
with white ground for these purposes.
cotton fabrics are used
Turkey-refor making bindings on the shepherd's
cheeks more particularly but" are
Uked on the dark Mua aprons as
"cook-aprons.-

d

lbs.
lbs.

COMPANY

Harvesters, Storers and Distributors of Natural Ice, the Purity and
Lasting Qualities of Which Have Mad Las Vegas Famous.
OFFICE 701 DOUGLAS AVENUE
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THE means an kitchen apron is by
ungraceful garment,
and much Ingenuity is evident In de
signing It to meet all. the require
ments of housework and good looks
at the same time. The new pat
terns, that cover the entire figure,
look better and are far more practical
than the aprons set on to a band, that
preceded them. It is just about as
easy to make aprons that protect the
whole dress, cover the sleeves and
6t ay In place, as to make those gathered to a band, and It is quite as easy
to do them up.
Gingham, calico and percale are
patused, cut by plain kimono-sleeveterns like that shown In the picture
given here. Indigo blue and white,
or black and white, are selected for
permanency In color. Any number of
tntterns in figures and checks and
stripes give one a wide choice in

lbs.
lbs.
lbs.

The red will not fade In the
least with any amount of washing,
and is therefore liked better than any
other solid color. The apron pictured
is an example of the use of this red
binding ou a medium large shepherd'a
check. The neck, sleeves, pocket and
edges are bound with it. It brightens
up the otherwise ordinary pattern and
makes it really attractive.
Some aprons are made of the heavier cotton crepe In gray and finished
with borders in solid colors or figures. These usually fasten In front
and look very much like home dresses.
They are not closed below the waist
line and are easily slipped on and off.
The front of the dress under them la
protected because, In these patterns,
the fronts overlap.
The new aprons are. In fact, so
like house dresses that they may ba
worn Instead of a dress. But they are
made with ample sleeves, round necks
and simple fastenings, so that they
slip ou over a dress easily. Sleeves
are short and out of the way. Altogether,, well chosen kitchen or work
aprons may be said to be attractive
In themselves.
Certainly the neat
housewife knows how to look very
"retching" in thera.
JULIA BOTTOMLEY.
well.

Some of the new evening models
have apron drapery in th front; and
an odd thing about it ia that the apron
section falls longer than the foundation. The &roa Is ot metallic lac.

You,li

appreciate that porch
light all the year round

Qnyh

Rival.

A'

5.

It's just as convenient in winter a3 in
summer. While its cheerful glow wel- comes your friends and guests, it is also
the best burglar protection against tramps
and other undesirable callers. It is a
striking example of the superior convenience of electric light
"
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Mazda Lamps you can enjoy U the
other conveniences of electriclight the collar light
the attic light, the closet light, the
light
because EDISON MAZDA lampstake so Ettis current that you can afford all these electric comforts
at no greater cost than you paid for the more
ordinary uses of old style electric lamps. Tell us
what you want and well tell you the best size of
lamps lor the purpose. We supply all sizes of
the famous EDISON MAZDA Lamps.
Get our nrices before bnyix'-s- r elsewhere.

With Edison
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women of national fume have collab-- !
orated In the work. In the children's
dining room is portrayed a "festival
or toys." In one of, the corridors of

the children's wards

OLD LANDMARK IS

Illustrated the

its

BY

DESTROYED

Awell known

Blory of Cinderella.
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25, 1914.

only ugly, but they constitute fire SLEEP TO AVOID EXHAUSTION
traps to tsdanger the lives ana property of the citizens.
Theory of Swiss Physiologist Seems to
Fit Into the Common Sense,.
View of tha Matter.

WAR

portrait painter has included 24 port-aits
of Indianapolis children placed
CO.
!
medallion-likla pnnels between the
windows. In the sua, parlor the bestknown children stories have been de..Editor
M. M. PADGETT
TO
LE ROY, BELIEVED
(Continued from Page One)
picted in colors. A large bronze foun HOTEL
tain is belne made for the roof garden
HAVE BEEN SET AFIRE BY
that the North Carolina threatened to
nlaysround.' A visiting artist, looking
INCENDIARIES
over the walls already. covered, re
bombard 'the town. 5
re only two
marked that there
Captain Oman's dispatch' filed at
that these
country
thla
in
was
Beirut
It
afternoon
this
buildings
Late
yesterday, was as' follows:
East
at
Entered, &t the postotfice
one of them the
25 the Russian cruls-e- i
December
"On
recalled,
decorations
fire
the
learned
u
department
by
Las Vegas, New Mexico, for
Askold sent boats with armed men
Boston ; public library the other the
been
had
hotel
the
that
LeRoy
through the United States
on a reconnoisance near Tripoli,
congressional library. The dea,wliile
occupied yesterday . and that
joailg as second class mattm.
not wholly unique has here been car
been
candles
nad
let
Syria, at the village of Banias.! Befumigating
ried out with', quality and complete
fore arrival at the beach the boats
burning during the night The
TERMS OF SUBSCRITION
In shoal water and the crews
ness probably not equalled elsewhere.
from
been
had
grounded
bought
place
just
As Brayton quotes, "These beautiful
of the boats were juered by the peoDally, by Carrier
the owner, Mrs. Lewis, by Mrs.
os and peaceful decorations 'may miniser Copy
ple. At the threat of the Turkish auAnija Ruth Judge, who gave in
.15
One Week
thorities to Imprison the boats' crews
4
ter to a mind diseased and pluck from
70
Oklahoma
acres
of
exchange
.65 memory a rooted sorrow.' ", The JourMonth
On
they were informed that the Russian
land. During the day Mrs. Jud?e
........ 7.80 nal of the American Medical Associa
cruiser womld bombard the village In
One Year
had been about the building
this achievement
tion considers
such an' event, and consequently fno
Daily, by Mail
cleaning It and getting rid nl
'
6.0O
One was made lrtsoner.
One Year (In advance)
Noshots
worthy of being widely copied if other
lot of trash that had accuraulat- co
a
3.00
similar
enlist
communities can
were fired. ',
(x Months (in advance)
ed. Before she left in the oven- 7.00 operation of artists.
"The Russian boat crews left the
flnt Year fin arrears)
Ing she had lighted several fuml- 3.60
Ix Months (in arrears)
when the boats were floated.
the.
closed
and
vicinity
candles
gating
Since December 9 no American mer
windows. Mrs. Judge says she
"THE HARKED WOMAN"
chantman has been south of Alexan- took every precaution, even plac- WEEKLY OPTIC AND STOCK
Jdretta.
The;'reconnoisariee of Beruit,
water.
of
la
candle?
GROWER
the
pans
ing
'Syria'? Is frequently made by British,
$2.00
If this was done, according to
One Year
AT BROWNE TONIGHT
FrMcif'Wn'd Russian cruisers':' fTvery- 1.00
Chief Phillips, the fire could not
fix Months
have been caused by the candles
tning is quiei at Beirut.
MO
INTERESTING
INTENSELY
Mrs. Judge had not taken- out
PRODUC(Cash in Advance for Mail
TION PICTURE
French Submarine Sunk
any insuranqeson the. building.
, ".'.if .,,.,.
, Subscriptions.)
TION IN FIVE REELS
Paris,- Dec. 29. The ministry of
Is
There
possibility
however,
Remit by check, craft or money
Inmarine
co:
some
carried
today Issued an announcement
that the pla
der. If sent otherwise we will not
Tonight only at the Browne theater
suranee of which she was not
confirming the loss of the French
l
theatrical
e responsible for loss.
will be shown the
submarine Curia in Austrian waters,
cognizant
Specimen, copies free on application. presentation, "The parked Woman."
as had been previously reported in
"The Marked Woman" is an intense- newspaper dispatches.
ALL PAPERS DISCONTINUED AT lv interesting story of the; Boxer up
At 12 o'clock last night the mem
EXPIRATION OF TIME
rising in 1900. In a peaceful Russian bers of the East Las Vegas fire deEngland Still Scared
PAID FOR
hamlet the sister of Olga Pettos is
West
to a five hour
callecrout
were
Hartlepool,
England, Dtc. 18
partment
killed by Count Bobrikoff and his cos- - battle with a stubborn blaze that al- (Correspondence of the Associated
'
sacks. Her hatred - 4s . aroused, and
LePress). English coast towns are
are guaranteed the she joins the Nihilists.- Her biothei most totally destroyed the Hotel
Advertisers
avenue near Fifth panic stricken since the German raid
Roy on Grand
largest dail and weekly circulation Ivan Is sent by the 'Brotherhood" to street. The flames,
thought to be the on Scarborough, Whitby and Hartle
of any newspaper In northern New China with an Important message ana
of an incendiary, ior some time, pool. Confidence In the power of the
work
Mexico.
Olga accompanies him.r- -,
threatened several buildings in' the British navy to keep German ships
On the voyage she meet3 Lieutenant
The alarm, was turned from England) has weakened and there
neighborhood.
Dare of the United States- navy, who In at 12 o'clock and the East Las Ve hi constant dread 'Of the reappearance
TELEPHONES
falls in love with. her. On, their ar
company immediately answered. of the Germani'miif not the land2
at Port Arthur , they find the gas
.Main
rival
business Office.
The K. Romero Hose and Fire oomi ing of German 'Vroijps.
.Main 9
News Department.
The mayors pjBaljflepool and the
pany arrived on "the scene shortly;
afterward, but 'was released and re ether .stricken;! towns, jhave organized
, volunteer constabularies. and are mat
turned to its station. '
TUESDAY, DECEMBER, 29, 1914.
hold the excited pub- The fire fighters 'got two siredcis Ing an effort-tr
on the building and attempted to ge tlltf'in check, v.vcr
u ojnis
proclamations haVe been made that
the flames under control. The build,-in- was a veritable 'fire trap, 'it Is civilians must, stay in doors should
iuo oyUc. cannot St the force itt
said.' Open 'spaces' between' the' par the- bombardmenrecurand yield to
tltlonS acted as"'' fines'. 'The-- ' fir's- - got the, raws ;pt costrtiestat jtbenjs It
wourntu luoi (Jie fsew Mexico Uuat
Into these and burnfed," gaining 'great
impatience .'ef .all sprts'Of
t
i i0i.ciiiini (j mid .iicvnau.c Aria ncou
headway before' the blaze'' could b $ authority; Nearly all "civilians are
in't uuiu utvu embarrassed financially
seen. Shortly after the fire' Company ifcarrying'arms and they announce they
of tiid ieceni closing of the First totatg
arrived a high wind blew-'u- p
Travel
and made 'Viil.fi" .look after ' themstelves.
vwj r,
"
iank at Las cruces bad ail the euu
the work more difficult At this time by automobiles ,ly" night is hazardous,
institutions of the state been
the flames were blown Into dangerous ear, .excited , guards, stop motor' cars
governed by one board of regents, n
proximity to the - livery stable 'occu- frequently wlthta: flourish of guns and
liie reportea embarrassed condition ot
,tUnc.- pied by Nick "3haffin, and the fire TeVolvers.i-o- i
the school is due to any fault of the
boys had to hustle to save thts'bulld-ing- : ' The patriit ships.' Patrol and Doon,
'' ':
!' V.hlch '
iioard of regents, could net the entiie
:
guard' HaiVtlepobl, were lying
"THE MARKED? WOMAN''
educational system of the state have
The flames were finally extinguish- hi the harbor 'lh'e'!inorhing of the Gerteen embarrassed in a similar way it
ed at about 5 O'cIocr. this morning. man raid and are said by civilians to
Nihilist headquarters raided. Olga Is
controlled by a single 'board?
By this time the front part of the have had no steam. It is also charg
1 he. Journal recently h made the saved from Siberia, by the Russian building was burned thrdugh' and the ed they were
partly dismantled and
statement that placing all the schools ambassador, who sends her for safety Interior was gutted. The fire was ex- -' had to be towed out from the docks
to Kan You Way, a Chinaman. On
under control, of a single board of rebefore they could get into action. At
the. way the junk is wrecked and Olga ceptionally well handled. In the opin
remove
Institutions
the
would
ion
gents
Fire
Chief
of
the
'
any rate they were so slow that the
alarm
Phillips
is washed ashore.
Xwta the possible influence of poli
was answered, hose laid and water Germans had an opportunity to shell
Dare
and eventual
She, Is fodnd by
tics. How this would be brought
on
In the shortest Hartlepool for neatly 45 mlinutes beKan You Way. There she thrown
about is rather difficult to see, as' the ly comes to
ever
that
has
interval
been consumed fore the navy craft offered effective
'
meets Prince Ching.
To save the
.governor doubtless would appoint the lives
Officers of the two patrol
opposition.
by the local companies.
minisof
Dare
and
Russian
the
single board Just as he does the in ter she is forced to
all ships held a banquet at the leading
"The
fire
finds
that
department
marry Ching. Four
uiviaual bodies ot regents for
hotel in West Hartlepool the night
She has ft son, by Prince the plugs that were gone over by the
years
elapse.
under
school
the present system.
before
the raid. An Investigation of
'
In
Pura
are
company
Agua
recently
;
,
Should the regents be elected by po- - Ching.
the
action has been demanded
class
first
said
chief
the
navy's
condition,"
In the meantime Dare has been
jjular vote, the schools would be
this morning. &f.i
by the mayors of the ruined towns.
her.
out
finds
where
for
He
hunting
brought hito politics just as deeply as she is and leads a rescue party. In The LeRoy hotel was a two stiJii' Many of the families living near the
f
are
at
present.
they
the fight the prince accidentally frame structure' standing on Grand coast have moved back into the in.The Optic cannot but cling to the shoots his own son. J Dare wishes to avenue between Douglas avenue and terior. Tle large number, of women
Main avenue. It contained about 20 and children killed during the recent
"belief that each institution, managed take
Olga with him." 'She says it is
work
do
can
rooms. At the time of the conflagra- bombardment especially has attracted
own
better
its
regents,
3by
Impossible, ajid the. picture fades.
tion it was unoccupied and had been atttntloh1 to the German"? raidicand
than If It were yoked with all the oth- for more than a month. In the opin- whenever possible hadsi' of families
er schools of the state, under one
FORM SAFETY LEAGUE
ion of Chief Phillips the blaze was of are sending' iheir wives "and children
Management It would appear that
latter
the
under
system,
the tendency,
Chicago, Dec. 29. The United States incendiary origin. This theory is con- beyond the possible range of German
would be to centralize upon the up-- Safety league Is to ie formed by ad sidered probable In view of the fact guns.
At Hartlepool the Germans
fcuildlng of one institution to the de- vocates of better preparations for war that no person had lived there for fired with amazing accuracy. The
.iment and neglect of the others. who are gathered here for the pur- some time. The blaze started in the first .shell knocked over 12 soldiers
who were inanning one of the coast
"With the spirit ot rivalry eliminated pose from many: sections. The league front of the lower noor.
guns. None of them was killed, but
tfrom the schools the tendency to pro-- I will have for Its object the attempt to
Was a Landmark
convince Americans of the unprepared-- "
several were stunned. The Germans
progress would be diminished.
The building was one of the land- also managed to strike the gasometness of the country for war, and; to
; It was huilt in ers, water; tower, smoke stacks on
urge, upon congress an the adminis- mark? of
big
as a hotel and factories,, telegraph poles 'and other
1881.
BARB WALLS AND
W,.
imme-Foster.
by
an
J,
tration the urgent need of
'
'
MONOTONY
Foster, .house. object's which
diate change of; pqltey, for, ltfcidefeAse bore;, the pamei pfi
eiwdjbpe' the level
t. In 188? jt was,. sold t .judg lL! By Of,, the, roofs in , the, tift Q4ife'n-Th'U tA
The bare white walls of the modern of the nation.
mo
Wooster, who ran it as the Wooster
railway lines were hit in several
wanitary hospital have a certain
house. At the time of his death in 1907 places and traffic was
GIRL
HIT
WROIG
Instances,
in
many
which,
temporarily
notony
'
'
; '
forms a dull and" dreary aspect to the Mlivllle, N. J., Dec. 29. The mys Judge WooBter gave the hotel to his suspended.
was
Mrs.
E..
It
Johnson.
the
last
C
must
for
daughter,
lie
night
the
who
killing
surrounding
aside person
tery
"
r itf-- ' ;
:, ;
lareer part of every day and find of Beatrice Bailey, 6 years old, who then sold to Mrs. J. T. O'Rourf, who
Zinc Smelter Kept Busy ';
name
until
ran
under
came
its
it
A
bullet
present
horizon.
a
that
was
In
struck
patient
his
by
scathing else
f he ?inc smelting capacity of thb
he left the hospital, said: Si- through a window 1 the home of her a little more than a month ago, when country has Increased out of all pro
was closed indefinite!.
ster, tell the next patient who occupies grandmother at Buckshutem, near here the place
portion to home consumption, accord
391 fleurs-de-Il- s where she was spending the holidays, Some of the furniture was moved out Ing to estimates
are
there
room
that
prepared By the TJnl
il
In, the decoration on the wall." was cleared up'" today when George at that time. The rest of the furni ted States geological survey, which
Another patient reported to his friend Hann, aged 29, was arrested and con- ture was taken out at, noon yesterday, places the estimated annual maximum
of our smelters at 561,168
Jthat his room was well aired by two fessed, according to the police, that it Is said. The fire occurred a few capacity
short tons and our apparent consump
...
hours
three
later.
were
,
there
child
he had accidentally shot the
"large windows, that
tlon at 149,363 short tons.; In othei
The shell of tho building stiil
fiv BDeeks on the big white walls, and while trying to kill i!s sweetheart.
words, here is another. Industry In
Chief
an
inter
most
stands,
Phillips which we are prepared to take up
.eyesore.
the brass door knob was
makes the request that the building all the trade which Europe has
of
PHI DELTS MEET
esting. In Indianapolis two units
r.itv hosnibl. known as BurflBal
Birmingham, Ala., Dec. 29. Five should, be torn down, together with dropped at just a moment's notice and
or no difficulty.
We are
units in honor of the founder, have hundred members of the Phi Delta the structures that, already have been With little
to supply the world with all the
the
Other
ctmlemned
council.
ready
the
city
by
that
so
attended
the
adequately
decorated
Theta
opening
fraternity
iseen
elno It needs4
criticism docs not apply. of their biennial convention here to- public officials join the fireman In this
foreiroinK
'
request, saying the .structures are not
, , ..:
vSome of the best artists men and day.
Published by
THE OPTIC PUBLISHING
(Incorporated)
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Most of us believe we sleep because
we are exhausted. But Doctor Clap
rede, Swiss physiologist, advanced a
new theory, which is to the effect that
we sleep to avoid being exhausted.
The theory is that sleep, instead of
being the result of fatigue, is an Imwhich the body
pulsive
conducts in order to get rid of the

-

r-

waste products before they have time
to produce exhaustion.
Just as combustion of fuel for the
production of heat and energy always
is' attended by ashes and slag, so the
slow combustion which produces heat
iad energy tn the body likewise is fttr
fended by waste.
"Since the senses never voluntarllj
come to rest or shut themselves off
from the outer world, a point eventually would be reached when the
would perish as a victim of
siiieval nerve exhaustion, Jn order to
hinder-thl- s
nature arranges betimes, 1.
ine. before exhaustion can seriously
jure th9 organism, to get in motion
that opposition current we term
sleep." .
animal tends to
The
take its sleep at night, since the stlnr
uli which govern the animal's vital activities are then cut off. For animals
endowed with other special senses, but
not with sight, the night Jsl. not so
great a factor. These can only blockade stimuli to the senses either by
creeping into some secluded spot or
by the action of nature In causing an
opportune production of a substance
(a sort of hormone) wnlcn acts as an
obstacle by entering, the nerve path
and deadening, sensibility,
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2 to almost 6 points, was the
sole feature of the final hour. The

from

FOR COWARDS

A Record

Marriage."
I thought I had discovered the recSoldier ef thi Middle Ages Drastlcal-ord marriage. A correspondent corPunished Comrades Who
rects me. Last week a squadron of
Feather.
Showed White
the torpedo flotilla put in to fill up
oil. Two officers got leave to
Punishment for cowardice in the with
come
ashore for two hours when their
Thirof
the
German asmy at the time
was done and all ready for sea,
work
ty Years' war was so severe as to be the commander and a lieutenant In
ferocious. In the year 1642 the Swedcommand of a unit the commander
ish General Torstensson stormed Leipwas married, the lieutenant was his
of
zig. A force under the command
and both were back on their
the Grand Luke Leopold gave him best man,
and oft to sea before the two
bridges
but
the
of
the
before
city,
battle
gates
bAiira vata up lndnm O.hranUUa
e
during the engagement the Madlon-ischregiment became suddemr
and fled.
FIVE MORE ARRESTS
Punishment immediately followed.
Indianapolis, Ind)., Deiq. 29. Five
WhefV the regiment had again assembled, six other regiments surrounded more men, including E. E. Talbott,
in the city controller of Terre Haute, and
it, and tried it by
open field. The verdict was that the George Ehrenhardt, a member of the
colonel and the captains should die by Terre Haute board of public works,
the sword, and that every tenth man were arrested at Terre Haute today
among the noncommissioned officers
by federal authorities on the Indictand men should be hanged.
ment
returned December 23 charging
out
was
carried
The stern verdict
to the "letter, except' that at
conspiracy, to corrupt the election Of
quest '.'fa Leopold"the men were shot November 3. The arrests today bring
Instead of hangi; Col. George
the' total made since the dragnet was
was bcMa6d, after he bad set Christmas
night, to 100.
3ought in vain for a pardon. The sun
an attorney, and
Hilton
Redman,
vlvors were consigned to quarters with
son
Eli H. Redman,
of
Circuit
Judge
other commands, and the regiment
never regained Its name or former who was arrested and released on
prestige In those days, there was no $10,000 bond Saturday surrendered to
alternative but to be brave.
the federal authorities, and the fourth
either death or everlast- man taken into custody was Frank
ing "disgrace Youth's Companion.
Kizer, a saloon keeper, who was released on $2,500 bond. Frank Lock-wooDisgusted Dog.
a politician, was arrested this
In a certain house there was a very
afternoon.
He gave bond.
,
Que baby and also a very fine dog.
oth-it- ,
to
each
much
attached
were
They
NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE
and the only thing that marred
New York, Dec. 29 The situation
heir pleasure was baby's daily bath.
During this proceeding baby always growing out of Washington's protest
howled himself black and blue, and to
England over the detention of this
the dog, out of sympathy, crouched In
commerce imparted Borne
country's
the corner and moaned. After a
month or two of this daily anguish the heaviness to today's market.. Most of
doe devised a scheme to stop it One the leaders were under yesterday's
day, while baby was howling as usual, best on a small overturn.
the dog came marching Into the room
Liquidation of Rock Island collatercarrying a rattle in his mouth, and, al 4's and debenture 5's which fell
standing by the tub, shook his head
flO.t.ll- vl(ni-rtWlr, 1vottld
nrA
li l .
aUU
lbu.wuu.. TlnhvJ
fi 'toinute to see
stopped
'crying'
ally
what this unusual proceeding meant,
hut then beean again with extra pow
er. The dog dropped the rattle with
U
disgusted air, and alter mat aay,
li
iilwav tfianaged to be out of the house
during the baby's bath.

closing was irregular.
Closing sales were as follows:
51
Amalgamated Copper ;
American Sugar Refining
102
Atchison .
, . 92Ms
Chino Copper
33
Northern Pacific
99
Reading
....143&
Southern Pacific
82ft
Union Pacific
.116
49
United States Steel
United States Steel, pfd... ...... 104

y

............

panic-stricke-

l

CHICAGO

'

BOARD OF TRADE

Chicago, Dec. 29. Washington dispatches telling of friction with Great
Britain about shipping had a bearish
effect today on the wheat market. After opening
to
cent lower,
the market fell as much as 1 to 2
cent under last night before beginning, to. react, The close was, unsettled at an advance of ,5-- to 1 cent

court-marti-

4

1-- 4

tkt

;

8

net

Mad-lonisc-

.

....

Corn sagged witn wheat, but

ony

to a limited extent. Opening prices,
which were" unchanged to 4 cent up,
were followed by a general setback of
4
cent below last night's level.
to
to 1 4 above
The close was firm,
.
last night.
Oats eased off, influenced by the
action of other grain.
Free selling wiped out an early advance In provisions.
1--

5-- 8

nt

KANSAS

CITY LIVE STOCK

Kansas City, Dec. 29. Hogs, receipts
13,000.
Market lower. Bulk $77.20;
heavy $7.157.25; pigs $66.60.
Cattle, receipts 10,000. Market lower.
Prime fed steers $9.2510.23; western steers $79; calves $69.50.
Sheep, receipts 7,000. Market higher,
Lambs ?8.258.85; yearlings $6.75
7.75.
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Spanish Royal Bodyguard.
The SDanish royal family has an es- oeclal and historic bodyguard to prvent such Intrusions as that which
das occurred at Buckingham palace at
London. For centuries the Monteros,
who niust be natives of the town of
EsDinosa and have served with honor
in the army, have had the exclusive
orivileee of euardine the royal pal
aces by night. . In their .historic costume and wearing felt shoes they take
uo their Dosts at midnight outside the
rooms of the king, queen and othe
royalists, while detachments patrtB
the balls and corridors all night long.
They, speak no word, acknowledging
each other's presence by sign and
countersign,"1 In' the morning they
as silently, giving place to tho
Ordinary sentries and attendants.
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AT WHICH WE TAKE BIG LOSSES
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Everything thrt "ghout the length and breadth of this

stores-a- ll

short lines all broken lots are offered regardless of profit

How to Feed Boy After School.
The Woman's Home Companion has

a department called "The Exchange"
a department full of helpful ideas
contributed by readers for the benefit
of Others. A Massachusetts woman
makes the following suggestion:
"A friend of mine, who has three
hungry boys f different ages who
come home from school clamoring for
'something to eat,' has devised this
scheme to keep them out of the pan- try: She has three boxes plainly lettered with their names, and after
luncheon she fills each with whatever,
Is best for that particular boy."
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PERSONALS
J.

' ;
Raton for a short visit.
O. F, Landis came in last night from
Albuquerque for a brief visit.
A. K. Stevens of Denver was here
today to attend Jo some personal 'bus
iness.
C. M. Botta of Albuquerque was in
town today to attend to some person
al affairs.
W. M. Bickel of Gallup was In Las
Vegas today to attend to some busi
ness affaire.
Miss Marguerite "Robinson arrived
JO'
in Las Vegas today from Trinidad. She
will spend a short time here.
J. Frank Curns, au attorney from
Wagon Mound, was in Las Vegas to
day on professional business.
Adelaido Gallegbs arrived in town
last night to seeBome old acquaintances. He left'this morning for El
v
,
il
Paso.
Las
Mr. and Mr' Jiurr Faunce left
Vegas yesterday afternoon for their
- ranch
near Sapello, after a few diys'
stay in town.
B. R. Taft, route agent for the
Wells Fargo Express company, was
in town yesterday afternoon, inspecting the affairs of the local office. Mr. boxing, but this la the life."
And ho blew: out a cloud of fragrant
Taft left last night.
smoke.
Havana
the
E.
DayL.
Murray, representing
When asked as to what outcome he
ton Elefttric. Lighting company1, of
would predict for the Chaves-DuraDayton, Ohio arrivea in Las Vegas
make a short visit here fight on New Year's day, Newman
said he.believed Benny was giving
in the Interests of his firm.
Ezequiel C. de Baca, lieutenant gov- away too much, weight and that Duran
ernor of New Mexico, will leave to- would be the winner, for that reason.
night for San Diego, where he will at- He based his prediction upon the information of one of The Optic bunch
tend the opening of the Panama-Californithat Duran ia a'clever boxer, though
exposition on January 1.
Miss Nell Batchelor left on train not so old In the game as Chaves by
'
No. 10 today for New York City, any means.where she has been attending school. r. Newman, in addition to his promo
Miss Batchelor is the daughter of D. tion activities,, has been manager for
h. Batchelor, agent here for the Santa Stanley Yoakum for nearly two years,
ever since their draw battle in Las
Fe railroad.
f.
C. H. Bristol, general superintend- Vegasi In the spring of 1913. It has
ent of the eastern grand division of been a profitable partnership for both
the Santa Fe railroad, arrived in Las of them, aa Newman has secured some
lat- Vegas In his private car last evening. good bouts for his charge and the
exhibition
a
game
Mr. Bristol left, today, his car being tei has put up
every time ne nas stepped into the
attached to the rear of train No. 1.
..
Cleofes Romero and his wife arriv- ring.
Duran and Chaves are making prep
ed in Las Vegas today from Estancla
to visit the family of John Roach. Mr. arations for their coming
Romerd formerly was sheriff of San bout, at the armory m a manner that
is determined to win in as
Miguel county and later superintend shows each
a
as possible. The former
time
short
cnt of the state penitentiary, at Santa
., ... ; bantamweight, in meeting Lightweight
...
.;
; v
Fe.
is giving away some weight,
Larson1 arrived InXas Ve- Duran,
bis experience and. general classt
but
Mias
gas last night from Chicago
ness as a ring general evens the score.
Larson recently has been placed on the
Duran has been anxious to tackle a
faculty of the New Mexico University
man of Chaves class for some time.
as director of physical edcation. She
Now that he has the opportunity ho
is a graduate of a physical culture
to make- the most of it. He
school in Chicago and has taught this expects
has the assistance in training of
branch for some time.
Charles Doll, who has bandied some
F. D. Baer left on train NO. 2 last
good men In Kansas City, including
night for his -- former home in Cedar Wild Cat Ferns.
Kapids, Iowa. Mr. Baer came to Las
Vegas a little more than a year ato
The Sari Miguel National bank is
from Iowa University. He engage! in
out to its customers and
handing
ruslness, running a curio store on friends its usual
e
daily calen
Sixth street. Later h6"TBtartei the
most useful' calendars
are
These
dar.
Puritan lawdry on the West sido He
offices and stores, and those who
has made many warm friends in this for
reecive them are fortunate.
city who are sorry to see him leave.
He expects to return Jto Las Vegas
CENTRAL WILL RUN
in the spring.
Many speculaAiDUquerque,Dec.29
Tom Stewart came iu last night
from Pecos. Mr. Stewart is in the tions as to the fate of the New Mexwhich serves a
forestry service in tne neighborhood ico Central railroad,
o
central New Mexico,
large section
of Pecos. .
set
rest
were
at
today by the appointW. K. Etter, superintendent of the
court
Gulf coast and Santa Fe division of ment in Santa Fe by the district
aa
of
C.
receiver,
of
Demlng
Ralph
Ely
xthe Santa Fe railway, left Las Vegas
PittsI last night after spending Christmas succeeding Charles (J. Murray of
burgh.
is
well
known
Etter
here.
Mr.
here,
j
having at one time lived in this city.
His headquarters is at Arkansas City,
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The road has been In financial difficulties for Bonie time and it is stated on apparent good authority that it
was to have been abandoned, and its
rails torn up and sold; that the Santa
Fe system was to buy It and that ihe
state would be forced tc take it dem- line of legs.
and operate it "Mr. Ely announced
today, immediately on taking over RUINED BY FUNERAL COSTS
the receivership, that none of these
would take place, but that the opera- Costly Rites Practiced by the Maoris
Meet With Disapproval of the
tion of the road would be continued
Government.
as in the past
'

WATCH THE CHILD'S READING
May Seem to Be Unimportant, But a
Little Consideration Will Show
Its Real Value.
Few of us realize the enormous
power of literature upon childhood, for
It is so Insidious In its action. - Book
after book is read and, we think, forgotten, yet those very books are the
ones upon which opinions have been

formulated; here a little and there a
little, we have amassed our knowledge through them as medium. ,W
hear parents exclaiming at the extraordinary ideas their children have;
they often, say they cannot think
where they hav got them from and
add that they never thought 'sucS
things in their young days. Of course
they did not; the last generation read
much less and traveled far less than
the present one; there were no circulating libraries and books so cheap
that a few pence could buy them.
Their opportunities were limited within a much narrower circle, and It Is
because of the very facilltieawhich
our children now have for reading everything that it is more important
than ever that they should be supervised In the matter. The control will
not be felt, if only from the first those
in authority would take the trouble
to read aloud and suggest delightful
A child who has found by
books.
experience that he has received the
keenest enjoyment when hearing or
reading books recommended by his
parents, will be more 'likely to ask for
advice and discuss what he has read
with them. So the trend of his mental growth can be directed, and those
who are responsible for his education
will have a better knowledge of his
individual development and will neither retard ftoj; unduly force him.
,

Mrs. Theodore, Chambers.

-

SAVING YOUR COLLARS

local Santa Fe railroad hospital, returned last night from Kansas City,
Mo., with his bride, who was Miss
Annie White Rogers. Dr. Chalmers
was married" on December 24 at St
Mark's Episcopal church, Kansas City,

TO DEFEAT CHAVEZ

i

J. M, Cunningham, President.
Frank Springer,

--

t.

D. T. HoskUis,

,:

,A

Cashier.

i
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HE SAYS ADVANTAGE IIOYEIGHT
WILL BE OF ASSISTANCE
"
TO LAS VEGAN '

i

Louis

The new machinery we have Just installed enable us to prpduce
perfect collar.
This Is the method we employ to launder your collars. We dampen
the edge eo that if folds easily and. then mould it in a steam chost
so that it has a round, smooth edge and ample space between the
- '
,;'
outer and inner etrges to permit the tie to slip through.
This saves wear and tear on your collars and gives your linen
us to call for
that set slid finish which is desired and admired. Phone
"
'
N
:,
your next bundle.

j

LAS VEGAS STEAFI LAUNDRY

INTEREST PAID;:ON TIME DEPOSITS

LAS VEGAS! SAVINGS BAMK
CAPITAL STOClt

part
bringing
Into a state of productivity.
They
had milked for three years, and were
the earners of a comfortable little
Income, when Pango's brother died
As is usual, a monster "tangl" was
convened, and it "cost Pango over one
thousand 'aollarsw top or tins tn$
father passed away leaving many
creditors. Pango was forced to cleat
this off ,also. He then discovered that
he was ruined. Taking heart again',
he went to another place and started
afresh.- There, In time; he was able
to Invest In 15 cows, and In every
way again proved bis energy and Industry. Recently, however, a Maori
child belonging to.tbe little communhas been
ity died, and
arranged, the expense of which will
fall upon the same unfortunate na' i
tive.
Action on State Law.
In various suits during the past
fear the constitutionality of a number
of state laws was challenged, lawe of
Georgia and Mississippi attempting to
provide a form of enforcement of the
contract of employment under certain
conditions being declared void, as was
a law of Illinois forbidding the use of
emery wheels, etc., for polishing processes In basements, without reference to the actual conditions as to
ventilation, and one of Louisiana limiting the hours of labor of certain
classes of stationary engineers. All
these laws were held to attempt unjustifiable discriminations.
The state of Mississippi still stands
alone with a law regulating the hours
of labor of factory workers without re
gardl to sex. This law, which was last
was
year: declared constitutional
law
again upheld, as was the
of Illinois for women, the city of Chicago being mulcted for Its violation.

Electrical Safety Rules.
The bureau of standards has been
making a study of safety rules and
practices In the construction, Installation and piaintenance of electrical
equipment, and has found that such
companies as do have safety rules
have based them on limited and inadequate experiences, while many
have nd rules because of the
expense' arid difficulty lof preparing
them and because they are not compelled to take precautionary measures by the state authorities. Accordingly the bureau baa prepared a eet of
rules based on a thorough study, with
the aid and advice of state commissions, companies employing electrical
equipment and workmen.- The rules
are published In circular No. 49.
.M.t.
Scientific American.
Premler British Regiment.'
The Grenadier Guards, in which the
Prince of Wales now holds a commission, Is the premier regiment of the
Foot Guards, though it Is not, of
course, the oldest, an honor claimed
by the Coldstreams. The grenadiers,
however, have been in existence for
Just over two centuries and a half,
having been formed as a bodyguard
for Charles IL The regiment has the
while the
king as its colonel-in-chieAsxkf ot Connaucht ia iU oolnnaL

$30,000.00
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president sends
Note to great
BRITAIN

dignity and firmness. I commend the
administration for. the position It has
taken.
,
"We wish, to keep out of this Euro
pean .war; but we do not intend to
JwqsrpuS.-fej- r
saying to th warring
what you please
nations you, may-d- o
without, regard to our rights. There
is no danger of our being involved in
thia war by (protecting our ? rights
England cannot , afford to go to war
with, us . Neither .can Germany."
Referring to the Mexican situation
the republican leader said:
"If there, rwaa a proper conception
of our duties1 we could easily brlus
order out of chaos In Mexico, and that
without war. I favor the Monroe doctrine, but I am not In favor of turning
Mexico ;oyer
either to anarchy in
Mexico or control in Europe."
Conference In London
Official Washington awaited with
much interest the outcome of the expected conference in London today
between Ambassador Page and Sir
Edward Gray, the British foreign secretary, for the presentation of a long
note from the United States government Insisting that the legitimate
commerce of this country should not
bo unduly molested by the British
,
fleet.
The communication, prepared by
President Wilson and bis advisors in
the state department, reached London
tcday and was regarded here as the
strongest representation on the subject of commerce made by the United
States to any belligerent i since the
outbreak of wac The document points
out that the United States was patient
in the eariy days of hostilities, realizing the 'war has burdened the British
foreign office with serious problems.
Ic declares that with the passing of
five months, however, the situation,
"i1"-K
has grown worse,
'Administration officials realize tbat
many millions of dollars in claims are
accumulating against the British government, but the note sets forth that
reimbursements alone da r ot cure the
evils,' as. American shippers are practically intimidated and fear to embark
upon legitimate export trade.
The American note declared the re
lations between neutral countries are
those of peace aftd normal times, and
not of war. The words "absolute" or
"conditional contraband," in the view
of the American government, there-- '
fore, had Hot-- ' existed. The United
States insists that the facta proving
that a hostile destination Is intended
must be shown at the .time of a vessel's seizure. It claims that the presumption of guilt should not rest on
the shipper in neutral commerce, but
that the burden of proof should be
placed on the belligerent. Similarly
a cargo consigned "to order," that is,
sent to no specific cwustgtseo In a neu
,

.
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..President

ice-President
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An appeal to the government of
(Continued From Page One.)
New Zealand to represent to the
Maoris the manifold advantages of a
pakeha (white man's funeral) over the resolution Thursday.
the expensive "tangl" a native one
Vigorous criticism of the adminis
is contemplated as the result of the
tration' policy in Mexico and en
serious effect of one of these trying
but picturesque ceremonies in the dorsement of the protest to Great
North island. One Pango Raumaewa Britain against the seizure of Ameri
and his brother jtook up 90 acres of can neutral vessels were coupled in
land at a place called Rata, put up a the house by Republican Leader
house and a milk gjied, and invested Mann. "'.
in 30 cows, then set about clearing
"Our'rlgnta on the high seas," eaidj
the place, whicir' was In heavy scrubs
Mr. Mann, during the protest to Eng-After much laber they succeeded In
the best
of the section land discussion, "must be upheld with

ten-ho-

Dig

Showing evidences of prosperity,
J. Newman, fistic promoter for
the Colorado Athletic club of Denver,
blew into Las Vegas yesterday for a
brief stop on his way to El Paso. It
was hard for The Optic bunch to believe that this opulent looking person
with the two-bi- t
cigar was Louie Newman, former
lightweight Berapper,
and, before that, devil in thia office.
"I let the other fellows get, the
black e::m and take the beating Id
the ring now," said Louie, "while I
You
look after, the., promotion
know a fellow gets wise after a wnlle
that
and lands In the
yields the most profit. I used to pull
was
down a bunch of coin when

8URPLU8

,

Our Men's and Boys'
Overcoat and Suit Sale

iV

CAPITAL PAIO IN

n 00,000.00

"Cup

of the enterprising correspondents have been writing some
wonderful tales from alleged interviews with wounded men and others
In the European war, sayB the Army
and Navy Journal. One of the best
of these, gems told of troops aiming
their rifles at the enemy one mile
away and using the buttons on the
coat as an aiming point, in order to
make hits more certain. The following facts may be useful in throwing
a little light on the yarn. Men of
ordinary eight and under ordinary con
ditions of air and light can distinguish
troops as follows: At 100 yards all
the parts of a man's body are seen
distinctly, Including the general lines
of the face; slight movements are per
ceptible; the minutest details of the
nniform, such as buttons, may be
counted. At 200 yards the outlines of
the face are confused and the rows of
buttons are invisible,- but the color of
the facings, especially if bright, is still
apparent. At 400, yards the face is
a mere dot, but all movements of the
'
legs and arms are still distinct. At
600 yards the movements of the arms
are still perceptible. At 600' yards
r.ll .lelails disappear. If the
light be
fitrons, however, the files of a squad
can, be counted, and individual movements, may be distinguished. At 800
yards the men cannot be counted and
li'. ldtial
movements are indistin
guishable. At 1,000 yards a line of
men resembles a broad line, the uniform width of which is broken above
by the line of heads and below by the
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Writer Tells of the Various Distances
at Which Bodies of Men Can
Be Distinguished.

A, Proctor came In last Eight from

Kan.
Dr. Chalmers, superintendent of the
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tral country. Is not of itself a sus- of the large purchases of war supplies
picious circumstance, according to the and the great profits that can be decontention of the American note. The rived from shipments
to European
American government maintains that ports, there has been a corresponding
the belligerent may exercise the right increase in the demand for ships for
of search, but cannot divert a neutral cargo purposes. The inevitable reship to a belHgeren port for further sult has been a steady increase In
examination unles proof Is shown at steamship rates.
the time of detention of a hostile des
The Increased rates, the reports
' '
'
tination of the ; cargo.
says have In many cases been specuOne of the inost
points lative and the larger increases have
in the note Is the attitude taken on been to
European and Mediterranean
absolute and conditional "contraband ports.
destined to belligerent countries. The
"The general level of rates to South
American government argues that the American, South African and the far
belligerent must v. prove conditional east, the report declares, "has remaincontraband is destined for use by the ed fairly consistent. With the exceparmy or navy Of its enemy. In view tion of a sur tax of 25 per cent to
of this position on conditional contra- South America and 20
per cent to
band shipped directly to belligerents, South Africa." A more
complete re
the American "government insists that port will be made later.
there should bo Ho Interference with
food stuffs and products of the same
A USEFUL GIFT
class consigned to neutral countries.
Sioux City, Ia., Dec. 29. Ben B.
The communication Is couched In
w
a traveling ,man,.
a friendly tone, setting forth that the Aring,
of the chief of police of East St.
United States wishes to speak in
shot and killed himself here
terms of frankness.' letl Its silence be Louis, fwith
a gun sent him. as a prestoday
misinterpreted as an acquiescence In ent by the chief of. police.
DespondT
the British policy, which, It sayq, 1b
ency due to 111 health is given as the
arouelngf pnb!e
ellng existing be cause.
tween Great Kifeuii and the United
States, but declares the British policy I
with regard, to neutral circumstance Feathered Songeters That Are S
Is held in iniany '..quarters In the Unit
From GerMuoh Prized Com
ed States- as directly responsible for
many, Not the Canary Islands.
the depression fa American industries.
Those who may hare been under
A reply is not expected for several
the impression that canary birds Imr
wIU
as
the
be
jte probably
days,'
ported Into this country come from
considered, at Xagth. ,
the Canary islands will suffer a sever
disillusionment at this time, especialOCEAN RATES INCREASE
ly if the family believes that a canary
bird is needed, and someone proceeds
Washington, .Dec, 29. Increases iu to "buy" a canary. The fact Is, that
ocean rates since the beginning of the In times of peace canary birds coma
European,, war. are characterized as from the Harts mountains lh Germany
where thej? are bred by the peasant
having been in many cases "unreasonIn
garrets and spare rooms of their
able and ..exorbitant",' notwithstanding
York firm alon
the extraordinary conditions, by Sec- cottages. One New
"
100,000 canaries annually.
Imports
retary Redfield and Secretary McAdoo
At present no canaries can !
in a preliminary report, on shipping
bought in the bird stores because ot
conditions submitted today to the sen- the blockade of German ports. Ordt
ate.
narily these birds sell for fifteen to
The report declares that in shipping thirty dollars a dozen. The individual
circles it is estimated that BO per cent bird la sold on his merits, as indicated
voice. The feof the ships have been eliminated, by his looks and his
male canary Is a poor singer and sells
through the tying up of German and for half the price of the male. Ths
Austrian marine and the commandeer birds sing best between the ages ol
and six years. Frequently
ing of uch a large part of the British a half-yea- r
marine by the admiralty. On account they live to be twelve years old;
brotb-r-to-la-

;
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"SANTA FE ALL THE WAY"

Attend the Opening of the
San Diefjo Exposition New Years Eve.
.l".r.'l!Peccmber 31st'1914.

'I

SpciaFrates to San Diego are.
being offered for this event.
FOU THE BOUND
1.1:1

.1

J

"TRIP.

;

Tickets on Sale December 2S, 29 & 30, 1911

Find return limit Jan. .15, 1915,
D
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cheap. The Optic covers Las Vegas like a blan
ket, guaranteeing that everybody will seejjyour ad.
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THE RATE IS

bers of the American branch. Of the Zion Hill, to the town or East Las claiming any right, title or interest in of January, A. D. 1915, judgment by
GOOD SHOWS total of 9,105 associations,, 2,421 of Vegas, now City of Las Vegas, New or to the said described lots, real es- default or decree pro confesso will
them are American. The American Mexico; said plaintiff prays that each tate or premises, or any part thereof, be rendered against you In said ac'
association owns $67,000,000 of the and all of you, the said named de- adverse to the said plaintiff, and that tion.
Said plaintiff's attorney is. A. T.
plaintiff's title thereto and
COME NEXT MONTH $75,000,000 Y. M. C. A, property of fendants, may be made parties defend- 'said therein
be forever quieted and Rogers, Jr., whose office and postof-fic- e
the world. Brandies are established ant to said action; that said plaintiff's
address is First National Bank
in many different
sections of the title and estate la the said described jset at rest, and for general relief, as
com-- ' Building, East Las Vegas, N. M.
'will
In
more
the
fully
appear
be
at
such
the
as
COMestate
and
real
Esquimaux
may
globe,
lots,
premises
LAS VEGAS AMUSEMENT
Witness my hand and seal this 15th
Reykjark, Iceland, and the one for established against the adverse claims plaint in said action hereby referred
PANY ANNOUNCES ITS ADof December, A. D. 1915.
to.
day
which
men
each
at
colored
said
and
of you, the
Nairobi, Africa,
defendants,
VANCE BILLINGS
was founded toy Colonel Roosevelt of you, and that said defendants and
That unless you, the said named de- (Seal of said court)
LORENZO DELGADO,
The Laa Vegaa Amusement, com- when he was bunting there. Another each and every one of them be tarred fendants, enter your appearance in
association has been formed In Jeru- and lorever-estopp- e
Clerk of said District Court.
5 any lias announcett three excellent
rrom,:taviBg or Bald action on or before the 28th day
Dun-tasalem. The work of the association
I, reductions to be given in the
has
On
been gradually widening. At the
month.
next
house
opera
January 8 will be presented "Bought outset its efforts were evangelical.
and Paid For," the well known dra- Later came the drilling of leaders of
matic production. On January 12 will men in various lines of work. Now
occur the presentation of "Bringing the organization grapples with such
Up Father," a stage adaptation of ihe questions as farming and hygiene In
popular comic supplement cartoon. addition to its other work. On the
On the following night, "January 13, battle fields of the present European
will occur what to many will be con- war the Y. M, C. A, members are playsidered the pick of the trio, "Peg o' ing an important part Not only do
My Heart," Further announcement they offer prayer for soldiers, but they
regarding these productions will be also supply literature, stationery, va
rious forms of recreations and amuseimada later.
ments and clothing to them. Many of
n
the secretaries now in charge of work
Gas In the stomacu comes from food
on the battle fields are Americans.
which hag fermented. Get rid of this
fcadly digested food as quickly as posBest For Kidneys Says Doctor-Drsible if you would avoid a bilious atJ. T. R. Neal, Greenville, So.
tack; HERBINE is the remedy you
If you've got a drop of red blood in your veins if your heart beats
need. It cleanses and strengthens the Car., says that in his 30 years of exof romance adventure love and mystery
one bit faster to the
stomach, liver and bowels, and re- perience he has found no preparation
then
to
Price
for
cheerfulness.
the kidneys equal
stores energy and
you've something in store so far ahead of anything
Foley Kidney
10c. Sold by Central Drug Co. Adv Pills. In sac and $1.00 sizes. Best you
you've ever read or seen that you'll forget the best among the rest.
can buy for backache, rheumatism,
THE Y. M. C. A.
kidney and bladder ailments. O. G.
Story
Sixty-thre- e
years ago today the first Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Store.
Young Men's Christian association Adv.
"The Fortune Hunter" "The Black Bag"
We cinched the exclusive publication rights
-was organized in the United States
"The Brass Bowl" Louis Joseph Vance wrote
to Louis Joseph Vance's new sensation,
NOTICE OF PUBLICATION
Vm all. You know what millions thought of these
In the winter of 1850 O. M. Vanderlip,
The Trey
Hearts we did it at a price
Case No. 7C65
a. Columbia University student, while
stories. You know how they gripped thrilled and
In
the
District
Court
for the County that staggered other publishers
on his way to Edenberg University,
inspired. But The Trey O' Hearts overshadows them
biggest
all. Vance has set himself a mark in this story he'i'
slopped in London. He did not like of San Miguel, in the Fourth Judicial sum ever paid for a serial of its kind.
never beat and we doubt if even he, master of the
the prices he had to pay for food in District of the State of New Mexico.
written word, will ever pen another like it. Action
restaurants. Strolling through Gresb Maurice Biehl, Plaintiff,
Pictures
vs.
plot and telling, all combine to push The Trey O'
an street, lonely and looking for a
Hearts
into the top notch of the best sellers in
J.
F.
et
Dressei,
Defendants.
als.,
cheaper restaurant, he walked into
The Universal Film Manufacturing Co. prorecord time.
a large stucco building over the door To: J. F. Dresser; Jose L. LLopez nounced The Trey O' Hearts the best action
of which was written "Y. M. C. A. as trustee and commissioner- as de
for film purposes they had seen in
lie found cheer and comfort, friends, scribed in the complaint in this ac- story
No matter how clever, you can't fathom the
three
years. They backed up their judgment
liooks, newspapers and cheUp and ex tion; Unknown Heirs of Jose Gonof The Trey O' Hearts one inch ahead of the
plot
cash
and
the
Unknown
Heirs
$
from
of
zales, deceased;'
oellent food. He had stepped
punch
200,000
by putting
words
you're reading or the scene you're viewing.
the cold, strange street into a new John T. Dresser, deceased; Unknown into a set of pictures that are more than reIt
keeps
you turning mental back somersaults all
deDolores
Heirs of Jose
Romero, deceasworld. He wrote an enthusiastic
markable
6imply extraordinary.
they're
the way whether you're reading the story or seeing
scriptive letter to the Boston Watch- ed; Unknown Heirs of Lorenzo Lopez
the pictures.
man and Reflector. Thomas V. Sul- y Baca, deceased; Imknown Heirs of
One
Cost
Penny
livan, a! retired sea captain of Boston, Desiderlo Romero, deceased ; Unknown
caw the letter and went to London to Heirs of Jose D. Ronwro, deceased; You read a paper regularly. Read ours and
The imagination of this man Vance is super-huma-n
ee the institution. He returned to Unknown Heirs of Maria paubla Ro
soul-stirrinheart-grippi- ng
insurprise is too mild a word to describe situget all the
The Trey O' Hearts is filled with to overflowTiCston with all the ardor and zeal mero de Padilla, deceased; and "Unations
stallments of The Trey 0' Hearts it sets a
that had inspired George Williams to known Claimants of Interests in the
ing. And the end of every installment, written ot
mile
mark in literature and it won't cost
Premises
to
Adverse
the Plaintiff"
pictured, is a startling climax that leaves you tense in
organize the first Y. M, C. A. in Lonevery nerve, waiting and watching for the next one.
don on June 6, 1844. The old sea cap- (said premises being the land and real you a penny more to read it.
tain who had been a score of times estate described in the complaint In
around the globe la a sailing ship, this action) ; being the defendants in
gathered a little band of young men the above entitled cause:
In the Old South, meeting house in You and each, of you are hereby noi
V
Boston and there was born the first tified that an action has been comII II
American Y. M. C. A. Unlike the menced by said plaintiff, Maurice
English association, the Boston asso- - ( Biehl, against you and each of you,
eiatlan laid great stress upon the as- - in the above entitled District Court,
s
utciation as a social resort. Its sue-- ( said action being numbered and
was phenomenal from the start, titled on the docket ofr tsaid court as
Au&or of The Fortune Hunter," 'The DIac Bag," "The Bras DowV Do.
Today the total membership of the above sot forth, for the .purpose of
Young Men's Christian associations quieting title in said plaintiff to Lots
of the world approximates 1,000,000 numbered 21, 25 and 26 in Block No.
Next
-arsons, COtyWO of .".loin are mem-- 17 of the Lorenzo Lopez Addition
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LOST Small black purse containing
calling cards and large sum of
money, between Plazai Trust and
Savings bank and Hoffman & Graw
harth's. Return to Red Cross Drug
Store and receive liberal reward.
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Mental Back Somersaults
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Red

Superhuman Imagination
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By Louis Joseph Vance

Head the

MUST BE

2

Five cents per line each inserUon.
First Passenger Btg pardon, but
Estimate six ordinary words to a line.
No ad to occupy less space than two my name is Baggs.
Second Passenger Baggs! Kagss
lines. All advertisements charged
knew a man named Sax. Aujr
once
will be booked at space actually set relation of
yours?
without regard to number of words,
Cati in advance preferred.
MILLIONAIRE GOT HER
C

VJusstcd
WANTED

Apply

'

Installment in Thursday Niglifs Iss

Good girl for second work.
1029
Seventh
Saturday.

street

The

1

LOST An overcoat between Optic
office and Plaza, old town. Return
to Optic and receive reward.

Overshadowed

0'

Won't

J

For Heat
FOR RENT Modern furnished Hat,
heated. 511 Ninth street

For Colo
Durham
FOR SALE 7 registered
cows.
Apply H. It. Leonard, San
Jose, N. M., or L. Sands.

poet wooed the maiden sweat,
Yet got it in thu neck;
A
vrote her perfect verses, but
Be couldn't write a check.
FOR SALE Three old houses to he
removed from present lots. Must
Something Gained,
be torn down or moved at once. Apwas an awful case of pto"That
and
Agency Corpo- maine
ply Investment
poisoning you had and the doe
ration, 603 Lincoln Ave.
tor say be never saw such a cheerful and resigned patlertt In his life.
"Weft, you see, I knew something
FOR SALE Two good milch cows.
the doctor didn't I was missing
C23 Railroad avenue.
'aniily reunion at the time."
v

Locating the Fear.
"I'm afraid you have appendicitis,"
aid the doctor.
homesteads; advance infor"What's the we of putting it that
GuadMr.
mation; counties Sam Miguel,
Growcher.
w!" exclaimed
alupe, Rio Arriba, Lincoln, Grant; "You're not afraid. If anything you're
state township desired; will give tfieerfuISy expectant. But I'm ecare
U death!"
sections subject to entry; retainer lell
fee fl; pay typewriting. Ira M.
Bond, 14 Eye St., N. E Washington,
E

D. C.
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NEW YORK BANKER SAYS
SHOULD BE WILLING
v
TO VENTURE NOW

BUSI-NES-

New York, Dec. 29. The quietness
usual at this season of the year is Intensified by the feeling of caution
which exists in all parts of the country. It is a fair question to ask if this
caution is not going beyond reason
and reaching a stage where it must
react, as all sentiment does when allowed to go to extremes? It is quite

o
o

true there have been many reasons
for depression in this extraordinary
year of 1914. But many of these reasons no longer exist; some have been
ampiy discounted, ana otners oi a
positively encouraging nature have
not yet had an opportunity to exert
their full influence. Among the reasons for uncertainty which no longer
exist are tno Mexican aimeuities, me
t
manias
and investigation
These
and the tariff readjustment.
important problems absorbed- - atten
tioh during the first half of the year,
but since then have ueen ignored, and
for five months the market has had
to unexpectedly face the most colossal war in history. The entire business world received a shock which it
will take years to obliterate. So far as
this country is concerned, however,
the effect has been very largely discounted.
Business quickly adjusted
itself to war- conditions, and Is now
going along nearly "as usual." In the
future this market is no more likely
to be sensitive to news
indicating
peace than to news of an opposite
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gESTAUBANT AND

SHORT ORDERS AN D REGULAR DINNERS
BCST ROODS OBTAINABLE ALWAT3 HANDLE

SOCIETY DIRECTORY
CHAPMAN

LODGE

NO. & A. F. A dially welcome. Ed Lewis, President;!
Regular com James Cook, secretary; J. T. Buhler,

M.

A.

muuicatlon first Md
to
third Thursday
sacta month. Ylsittni
cordially in
vited. Guy M. Car?. W. M., H. B. Van
Pettea. Secretary.
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drilling, interesting
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MODERN WOODMEN OF AMER1C i
Meet In the Forest of Brotherly
Lcve at O. R. C. hall, on the second;

and fourth Tuesdays of each month at
8 p. m.
J. S. Nelson, Consul; G,
LAS VEGA8 COMMANDERY, NO. 2, Laemmle, Clerk; Z. W. Montague, LoKNIGHTS TEMPLAR
Reg cal Deputy. Visiting members are es'ixi&r conclave second Tue pecially welcome and cordially Invited.
dey in ech month at Masonic Temple at 7:30 p. m. Dr. H. M. L. O. O. MOOSE Meets second and
fourth Wednesday evenings each
Smith, B. C; Chas. Tamme, Reorder.
month at W. O. W. hall. Visitin
LAS VEGAS CHAPTER NO. 3, ROY- brothers cordially invited Howard T.
AL ARCH MASONS
Regular convo Davis, Director; Harry L. Cutler, secy,
cation first Monday In each
month at Masonlo Temple KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS, COUN3 at 7:30 . m. P. A. Brinegar, CIL NO. 804 Meets second and
H. P.; F. O. Blood, Secre- Tourth Thursday in O. R C. haa
tary.
Pioneer bunlding. Visiting members
are cordially invited. Colbert
I. O. O. P. LAS VEGAS LODGE NO.
Root, G. K.; C. E. Clement, F. S.
4. Meets every Monday evening at
their hall on Sixth street All visiUng
GEO. H. HUNKER
brethern cordially Invited to attend.
Attorney-at-LaA. T. Rogers, Sr., N. G.; W. W. Smith,
East Las Vegas, New Mexico.
V. G.; T. M. El wood, Secretary; Karl
C. V. Iledgcock,
Wertz, Treasurer;
W. P. BOAL, M. D.
Office at Residence 708 Lincoln Ave
Cemetery Trustee.
Calls answered day or night.
B. P.
ELKS Meets second and
fourth Tuesday evening of each
DR. F. B. HUXMANN
month Elks' home on Ninth street
Dentist
and Douglas avenue. Visiting brothers
'
Dental work of any descrlptioa
are cordially Invited. Wm. H. Spring
moderate prices
er, Exalted Ruler, D. W. Condon, Se Room 1, Center Block. Office Pho
cretary.
Main 881. Residence Phone Main 41 1.

.

n

treasurer.

KNIGHTS AND LADIES OF SECUR1GEAL TIME
ITY, COUNCIL NO. 2390 Meets In
W. O. W hall. Sixth street, on the
first and third Mondays of each
month at 8 p. m. Visiting brothers
Eatt Round
and Ladies always welcome. O. L.
arrive
Desw
7: 41 p
1:10 p. m
Freeman, President; Miss Cora Mont No.
11:1 p. m
ague, Financier, Mrs. A. V. Morrow, No. 4
anticipated,
r.
a much keep the stomach sweet, liver active, Local Deputy, 908 Jackson avenue; Z. No. I.
1:11 a
1:26 a m
belligerents are showing
O.
G.
and
Sehaefer
bowels
regular."
1011 No. lt.-- .
W. Montague Assistant Deputy,
1:16 p. m
greater ability to meet the costs than
I:U a.
Store. Adv.
Sixth street, East Las Vegas, N. M
vas calculated upon. The war, there- Red Cross Drug
Wnt Sound
Arrive
fore, while still a matter of great un
Depar
FRATERNAL
NO. No. 1.... 1:10 p. m
BROTHERHOOD
1:SF
certainty, has been well discounted
102 Meets every Monday night in No.
:4
s
in this market, and should not proI:S6 a m
O. R. C. hall, on Douglas avenue at No. T..T. 4:20 p. m
4:
duce any further material depression
p
T:
8 o'clock.
unless disasters occur which at the
p. m
t .
Visiting members are cor J Vo I
moment seem beyoucr the range Pf
MORE REVENUE STAMPS
that stamps of larger denomination
probabilities.
This brings to, us another set of cau
Santa Fe, De. 29. Internal reve had reached the city.
ses whioh ore. vi
nue stamps, of denominations running
nature, and which. thus far have had
from 3 to 25 cents, and amounting in Why They Recommend Foley's Honey
and Tar.
little or no effect upon business or
value to over $5,000, were received tostock market valuest Chief of these
day by John L. Zimmerman, head of F. A. Efird, Conejo, Calif. because
is the clearing of tne politicalatmos- revenue
office In
the best

(
()
Ha:

IM

the internal
"it produces
results, always
stamp
phere. There has been a most strik
the federal building here, Mr. Zim- cures severe colds, sore chest and
ing chance in the attitude of tie fede
merman was delighted to get the lungs and does not contain opiates
ral government and the legislature
many colored gummed sheets, for they or harmful drugs." Dr. John W. Taytoward business interests. The dis
solve a problem of the busy man who lor, Lutherville, Ga. because "I be
position now is to aid, not Jiinder,
has little time to cancel, with his in- lieve it to be an honest medicine and
business which had suffered seriousitials ad the date, large numbers of it satisfies my patrons." W. L. Cook,
hostility. At
ly from unreasoning
stamps affixed to certain docu- Neihart, Mont. because "it gflves the
last the country realizes that the
ments. Mr. Zimmerman will sell the best results for coughs and colds of
Sherman law under the new inter
stamps to all those who need them. anything I sell." Every user Is a
pretation is sufficient to protect the
He began doing a rushing business friend. O. G, Sehaefer and Red Cross
people against the abuses of monopotoday as soon as the news got around Drug Store. Adv.
ly; and if any doubt on that score
Rack y our brains use
exists the new Clayton law makes
assurance doubly sure. The beneficial
TEast LasVega8, N. M
OFFICERS ANDIDIRECTORS
logic let1 judgN.IM.;
HfclAlbuauei-qiieeffects of this change have not yet
H, W. KeUr, President
t.
fPeeos, N. M.
Jacob Gross,
guess,
bad an opportunity of expressing ment help you
Trinidad. Colo.
Clarence Iden, Secy. & Treas.
Business has adjusted conjecture!
themselves.,
iRowe, N. M.
Donald Steward,
Santa Fe, N- M.
Itself to the new tariff; and, though
C. C. Robblns.
But if you really want
some of the changes work harshly
and may come up for rectification, to
back
veil, of
the tariff as a disturbing element ha3
been relegated to the rear. This fa mystery, see
vorable development has also escaped
INCORPORATED
attention. Another step forward of
supreme importance is the reconstrus- Wholesale Grocers
tion of our banking system upon
accordin
stricter
scientific lines, and
ance with long recognized necessities.
WOOL, HIDES ra PELTS, LUMBER.
The new federal reserve system made
to
sound
road
on
the
a splendid start
NAVAJO BLANKETS
BAIN WAGONS
and progressive banking. The coun
JEAGLE HAY PRESSES
try now has an elastic currency fit-tebankthe
a
also
plan whereby
con
stupendous,
ing powers of the country are
centrafeid, with the power of control
distributed somewhat In accordauce
n
play of
with the Importance of various sec- moving
JFIXDMATTOU'WANT
tions. The new systei i is not yet in the times.
m f
a
IT
full working order, but has a'rsady
Cost $200,000 to
shown Its potentialities for good, and
ununcial
a
now
possesses
the country
of films.
ycu
organization better able to copa with
financial crises than any which we
have hitherto had. This Is another
iction in every foot of
who
favorable factor which has not bten
CLASSIFIED ADS search out the people to whom among those
adequately reflected In either busi- :he reels.
MIGHT BUY the particular thing Is worth most
ness or financial circles. Still an
will
A
other encouraging factor has :ee;i a
who
THK PROPERTY you want to sell is WORTH MOST to people
the
which
saved
country
good harvest,
of
would
hear
never
your
who
and
In
this
paper
read the ads
from a serious setback and imparted
unless It were advertised here.
property
the
guessing.
positive optimism throughout
craln belt. We raised far too nuicn Read the next installment In ThursOTHERS who read aDd answer the ads In this newspaper want (and
cotton to benefit the South; but tnis day's issue of The Optic.
are anxiou's to pay for) hcokg, automobiles, nsed machinery mi
will prove a not unmixed blessing,
that
n
Izdlc&'es
the
both
furniture, articles of us fulness of any sort, musical InstruWheezing!
lungs
since cheap cotton must help
the air pasments,
dom' btic and European manufacturers phlegm la obstructing
HOREHOUND
BALLARD'S
to place their industry upon a more sages.
WANT ADS are Inexpensive, let results and ETERTBODY'S SAT'S
Lastly the Inter- SYRUP loosens the phlegm so that it
normal condition.
FIED. Try them.
state Commmerce Commission grant-th- can be coughed up and elected. Price
railroads permission to advance 2nC, SOo and $1.00 per bottle. Sold by
J rates 5 per -- ent with certain w 11 Central Drug Co. Adv.
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known exceptions. The decision was
somewhat disappointing inasmuch as
it 1 expected to increase revenues
only 30 millions instead of 50 millions
aa at first stated; but tts chief importance is the significant change of
attitude on the part of the commissioners toward the railroads, which
Is in keeping with the change In the
government attitude' already noted.
The above Is a rather formidable
array of favorable circumstances, thus
far practically Ignored In the finan
cial markets which are usually the
first to respond to such events. Only
one explanation can be, lven for this
failure to respond, and Hint is the war
which overshadows and outweighs
Until
every other consideration.
peace prospects are mora definite
stock market operations will have to
be kept within conservative limits.
A few stocks will benefit by the war,
but all would benefit by peace; and
all purchases whether on investment
or speculative account should be made
with both discrimination and conservatism. Additional favorable conditions with a direct influence upon
values aret the continued ease of
money ana tne January investment, oe- Our
"""d which i8 clos
exports continue large and exchange
is not far from the gold importing
poiut. More or less foreign liquida
tion has taken place, but the offerings
from, thence have thus far been readily absorbed. The steel industry
shows symptoms of improvement, and
the decision not to reduce wages is
regarded as an expression of greater
confidence In the future. Railroad
earnings are reflecting the prevalent
dullness in business. Gross earnings
often show heavy losses which are
being partly offset by retrenchment
in operating expenses. Dividend reductions exerted relatively small effect upon market values, having evidently been discounted in advance.

Gore, Pa., P. A. Morgan bad ocea
character. The indications are that sion recently to use a liver medicine
the war may not last as long as at and says of Foley Cathartic Tablets;
one time feared; and, if peace chould They thoroughly cleased my system
coma within the next six nionthB, the and I felt like a new man light and
I
medicine
financial effects will prove less di free. They are the best
ever
taken
for
have
They
constipation.
as all the
sastrous than

It Will Be
Done Quickly and

15he

S
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Dayton.Ohio, arrived in Las Vegas

ASSESSORS ARE

r

BY

ADVISED
WARD

THE DISTRICT ATTORNEY
THEM HOW TO PROCEED
TAX MATTERS

.

TELLS
IN

Since the lust election, when the
ttmendnient to Article VIII of the New
Mexico state constitution abolished
the board of equalization tax asses
sors have been in a quandary, as to
what action to take on property for
merly valued by the board. Charles W.
1. Ward, district attorney, has been
Investigating the circumstances, and
has issued the following opinion to
the assessor of San Miguel county:
Las Vegas, N. M., Deo. 23, 1914
Hon. Manuel A, Sanchez, Assessor of
Sau Miguel County, Las Vegas, New
Mexico.

PHOTOPLAY

the state legislature

which meets next January will paBS
some legislation on this subject and
remedy the present difficulties.
At present I think you should have
all property owners make a return
o their property as provided by Chap
ter 84 of the laws of the state of New
Mexico for the year 1913, and as to
the assessed valuations of the property as returned, you should leave blank.
1 have noticed a suggestion in Borne
of the papers that assessors proceed
to make the valuation of corporate
and other property formerly valued by
the state board of equalization on the
same basis aB the state board has done
in the past. Nothing can be gained
by Jhis, and if you should complete
any schedules you may lose a great
deal of labor.. I gather that there Is
a strong probability that the state legislature will provide for the assessment of property for taxes at Its ful
cash value. It la also quite possible
that the whole Bystem of making assessments will be changed. Howev
er, no matter what system may be
adopted, it will be necessary to secure
lists of all taxable property and after
such lists are secured, the matter o
making the valuations and carrying
out the totals wJll not be difficult.
r
;
Very truly yours,

Dear Sir:
On account of the adoption of the
amendment to Article VIII of the state
constitution at the last election, the
elate board of equalization exists no
o. w. a. WARD,
more and hence the duties devolving
District Attorney..
on said board as to fixing the valuations of certain classes of property as
TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY
provided by Chapter 81 of the laws of
the state of New Mexico for the year
1913, are at present null and void, for WANTED
Cook. Apply 1054 Seventh
the 'reason that there Is no board to street.

two-ree- l

Phone Main $1.80

I

TURKEYS,
CHICKENS,

each at

GEESE.

Be sure and visit Murpfiey'a Drug
Store during gift buying season. Adv.

DUCKS.

Old Taylor WhlaKej an3 Sherwood
Rye at the Opera Bar. Adv.

J.

Just received telephone tablet rolls.
Optic Pub. Co.

Last night Richard Wells Allen, the
infant; son of Mr. and Mrs, IV S. Allen, died at the Allen home on Third
street. The balby was ten days old
and had been ailing since his birth.
The funeral will occur tomorrow
morning at 10 o'clock from the residence, Rev. J. H. Whistler offlclatin
Interment will be in the Odd Fellows'
cemetery under the direction of J. C.
Johnsen and Son.

of

the Denver Post to the residence district after December 3L Mrs. C. H.
Bally.
Wanted- - Man for ranch, Itght work
suitable for health seescer; man an!
wife preferred.' Apply Optic office.
Rev. J. H. Whistler ia ill. He was
unable to conduct services at the
Christian tabernacle last night. His
condition is not considered serious.

sur
If you can use a good
rey, sleigh for two horses, horse clip
ping machine. Beard Bros, safe, 600
lbs. The price Is about half the value.
Phone Main 174 or see M. L. Cooley.
two-hors- e

JONES LITTLE PIG SAUSAGE

JONES SLICED BACON IN I LB. BOXES.

I

SEALSHIPT OYSTERS

STEARNS STORE

Klingers Pure Pennsylvania.

mm
1

1

IK III

Four
Pound
Sacks

IKE DAVIS ToCch

COM JL.il 3D WOOD
MOST HEAT FOR YOUR MONEY

SWASTIKA COAL
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

Don't Mix the New Bag
of Pure Quill

flour with

any

other flour. Do It the justice of
trying it by itself. Then you
will realize the full measure of

Its goodness in better

bread,

and pastry and more of
them to the bag than you were
wereever able to get from any
other flour. Order a sack of
PURE QUILL today.
.
.
cake,

13he

Las Vegas Roller Mills

A
At

lie Home

Of Tiie

-

Adv.

lies! Of Everyting Eatable

Fresh Preserves,
Jams, Jellies and '
Canned Fruits
THE GaAAF

HAYVARD

CO.

STORE

u

Word has been received from the
hunting party that went., out to La
Cueva yesterday morning that It had
killed five geese. The party consists
of Judge David J. Leahy, C. A. Spiess
and "Bill" Harper.,
The county clerk's office has receiv
ed application for bounty from. Tomas
a resident of
Gonzales Jaramillo,
Sena, who wants $1 on a coyote killed by him recently, and Andres Cha
vez y Sivuohea, who claim fft bounty
on a coyote killed at Apache Springs.
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Ellis of Ochiltree,
Tex., are the proud parents of a baby
boy. Both mother and son are doing
nicely, it Is reported. Mr. and Mrs.
Ellis are well known In Las Vegas,

having resided here before their marriage last year. Mrs. ElUs formerly
was Miss Edna Gerard.
Santa Fe Officer Melvi.i estvnlay
evening arrested Alfonso Romero and
Marcos Herrera on a charge of steal.
The
ing coal from railroad proper.-ytwo were arraigned this miruin,-- before Police Judge D. it. Murray. Herrera, who is a boy la his tesns, was
given a suspended fineatid required
to pay the costs. Romero, who is 21
years of age and has only one arm,
was not sentenced, the judg taking
the case under advisement. The city
police are endavoring to round up sev
eral other coal stealers.

507 Sixth St.
The most modern Cleaning
plant in the city.
Come in and see how we do
your work. All Work Guaranteed

;

F. M. KELLER,

Service based on the facilities
and experience gained during the
past forty years is extended by the
A

G. H. BEARUP

FIRST NATIONAL BANK OF LAS
was hanging around outside, with a
pick handle, looking for trouble. .Mar
tinez went out to get some air, when
the other fellow spotted him and,
for Jiim, soaked him
making a bee-linon the head with the weapon. Man- zanares then administered a terrible
beating to Martinez, making efficient
use of the handle. As a result it is
doubtful if Martinez will live.
Manzanares was arrested later and
taken before Judge Griego, who or
dered him held to await the action of
the grand jury. Bail was fixed at
Manzanares furnished it and
$1,000.
was released until ApriL

VEGAS. Correspondence is invited by this old, strong and conser-

e

vative Bank.
ESTABLISHED

CITIZENS
!,,
Phone Murphy's or Schaefer's drug
stores for your dance tickets for the
masquerade ball, - New Year's Eve.
Our committee will be pleased to wait

The Man Who

on you.
j

111

cnecKEOY

Q7G

Member U. S. Federal Reserve Bank

Makes

PRESIDENT IS DISTRESSED

Washington, Dec. 29. The shooting
of two American hunters by Canadian
soldiers on the Niagara river near Fort
Erie yesterday is viewed by President
BEAUTIFUL PRIZES FOB Wilson with deep distress. He told
callers today he had received no for
mal report on the incident.
THE MASQUERADE BALL Secretary
Bryan instructed the Am
erican vice consul at Fort Erie to
THE
FIREMEN PREDICT NEW take possession of the body of the
man killed and to do evertyhlng posYEAR'S EVENT WILL BE
sible for the man wounded. The state
CLASSY
department has reported the Incident
the British
The East Las Vegas fire depart to Sir Cecil Spring-Rlce- ,
'
ment reports that' its, committee has ambassador here.
been most successful In securing prizEXPORTS IN MAJORITY
es to be offered for the most artistic
mas
the
shown'
annual
a"
masques
29.- Secretary
Washington, Dec.
querade ball of the organization on Redfield today told President Wilson
New Year's eve. Tnose who go en and the cabinet that
exports from the
masque will be In line to win some United States
during December, until
beautiful awards.
December 26, exceeded the Imports by
The work of decorating the Duncan
$88,000,000.
opera house, where the dance will he
held, Is progressing nicely, and the
MYSTERY OF WOODS
floor Is being put In the best possible
condition. Judging from the advance
Albany, N. Y., Dec. 29. The body
sale of tickets and the amount of talk of an unidentified man with the head
there is about the dance, a large severed was found by hunters in the
woods near Altamont today. In the
crowd will be present.
clothing was a card bearing on one
side the Inscription "August Breise,
AUTO STAGE
Automobile stage line to "Mora tri- Holsteln, Iowa, U. S. .A." and on the
weekly, Tuesday, Thursday and Sat- other the name "Richard Lawrence."
urday, leaving Murpbey's corner 8 a. The latter was written in German
m., arriving Mora 9:45 a. m. Leave script. An initial seal on the suit
Mora 4 p. m. arrive Las Vegas 5:45 p. case showed that the owner had been
m
Fare for round trip, $5; one way, in Liverpool last September.
$3. Round trip tickets good for one
week. H. B. Hubbard, Prop.
TAFT TALKS TO MASONS
Boston, Dec. 29. Former President
ADVERTISED LETTER LIST
William H. Taft will be the principal
Letters remaining uncalled for, ior speaker tonight at the historical feast
tbe week ending December 26, 19J4: of St. John the
Evangelist, which will
Mr. W. W. Bowman, Juan Benaddes, Mrs. Lillian Ball, Rays Gallegjs,
WHS,
Mr. James Goodwin (3), Mr. C. W
Jones, L. i. McChan, Joseph E. Mc- Dermott, Telesfora y de Ortiz, M'ss
Evelyn Reed,' Mr. William Thompson,
Mr. Ralph Turner.
When calling for the above letters
bb
please ask for "Advertised Letters."
B. V. LONG, Postmaster:

According to, a letter'' sent to Tier
man P. Browne ' of the Las Vegas
Amusement company, Romaiue Fielding with a company of 25 l.ubia moUN HEAD
tion picture actors, will leave Phila- BEAT A
delphia on January 4 for Phoenix,
where the party will produce some
WITH A PICK HANDLE
western pictures. Mr. Fielding Is ex
pected to go througu here nhuut Janu
ary 7, and a number of his friends GERONOMO
MANZANARES
OF
are planning to meet him at the sta
SENA IS HELD ON A SERI-OU- S
tion. It is predicted that Fielding.
CHARGE
who was here in 1913 in charge of a
Lubin company, will return to Las
On the charge of assulting and beat
Vegas to epend the early summer, tag up Fulgencio Martinez with a pick
summer and fall.
handle at a dance, Geronomo Manza
nares of Sena was yesterday arraign
:
COSTUMES
Ai before Justice of the Peace Nestor
..' Masquerade Ball .., ,
Griego at Puertecito, and bound over
By renting your costumes fron: us until the meeting of the grand Jury
you help the fire department We next April, it appears that at a dance
have the exclusive agency for an ex- given at Sena on Christmas day Marcellent line. Every one a prize
tinez was enjoying himself and Man
zanares, for some unknown reason,

his chief plea for employgenrally gives a service as
cheap as his prices.
low price

ment

With us, good service is the first
consideration. Our patrons dictate
their own cost and are sure of getting the most and best their money
will buy.

J. C. Johnsen

(EL

Son

FUNERAL DIRECTORS
625 Douglas Ave.

1
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Phone Main 258

yu wish Special Equipment

II or Color in your 1915 Ford?
ill

I

I
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11

'
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.

llll

AFTER
CHRISTMAS
BARGAINS

llll

We will have another carload shlp- ped from tbe factory, in a few days.
Place your order now and get Just
what you want
Why not give "her" a Ford for
Xmas. Had you thought of that?
A full assortment of parts on hand
at all times. Also prompt and efficient
Ford service.

II

!

f
J

jj

F. J. WESNFR

At Whalen Ga.ra.ge.

,

j

I

jj

WE TAKE INVENTORY
February 1, 1915 and in order
to show less goods and more
cash we are going to put on
NOW

OUR CLEARING SALE
So here Goes:
for $1.50 Nickel Plated
Copper Tea Kettles..
$ 1.60 for $2.25 Enameled
Turkey
Roasters.
95c for $1.50 set of Potts' Sad
Irons.
95c for $1.50 Waffle Irons.
$1.95 for $3 White Cotton Comforts.
95o for $1.50 Cotton Comforts,
.;

j

rrrTiimi-i-niiiiiiiniii-

roc
o

$1-0-

Maat'o
(jupircszzo

.11-size.
$3.45 for $4X0
4

California Wool
Blankets.
$3.95 for $5.50 Rob Roy plaid' 5- pound Blankets, 60 per cent

,'Fopt

wool.
for 23c Table Oil Cloth.
$17.50 for $22.50 Ranges,
off on all' Heaters.
off on Lace Curtains and
Nets.
off on all Rugs.
18o
th

We have added a dinner pattern of good quality, a neat, usable and
pretty design, very reasonable in price. This is a regular stock pattern and you can buy any quRDtity of any one piece to suit your particular demands. ' :
'

3

,1 8

II. YORK
Grocer and Baker

Finch's Golden Wedding Rye, aged
in wood. Direct from the distillery to
you. At the Lobby, of course. Adv.

the delivery

& DRY CLEANERS

At pur store you will find the
very freshest of fruit and vege
tables and other things to make
an appropriate meal for the
of the 'ew, Year.

Optic office.

I will discontinue

LAS VEGAS STEAM

New Year

. LOCAL NEWS
Go

Cleaning
Done
Pressing

and

is over we naturally
think of the

...

...

be celebrated at Masonic, temple by
BOXING BOUTS TONIGHT
the Masons of Massachusetts. The
Joe Borrell vs. Young Ahearn, at
feast is celebrated In accordance with
Brooklyn.
the ancient customs. Although St.
Charley White vs. Young Shugrue,
John's Day falls on the 27th, the 29th
was selected for the event in Boston. at New York,

When you want

CHRISTMAS

Selig drama.

Telephone tablet rolls

29, 1914.

Res-

"A Horse on Sophie," Eseany
comedy.

DECEMBER

Snowthat

Tonight
"Unrest, or Cupid to the
cue,"

TUESDAY,

'j
Ludwi

Everything

1""

In

'

Phone Main 379

William Ilfeld

Hardware and Furniture.

Next to Bridge.

'

HERE'S YOUR OPPORTUNITY

I III
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